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HISTORY OF ROCK BOLTING

Suspension type roof supports were used in U.S. coal mines as early as 1905 

(1). In 1936, a new system (2) of providing reinforcement to mine roofs with 

rock bolts was developed at the Leadwood lead mine, St. Joseph Lead Company, 

St. Francols County, Missouri. The mine roof at the Leadwood Mine was 

composed of massive dolomite and also thinly laminated layers, approximately 

one-inch thick, in a transition zone between the Bonne Terre dolomite and the 

underlying LaMotte sandstone. The presence of glauconite, hydrous iron, and 

potassium silicate, and also shale between the layers, caused the loss of 

cohesion and the layers subsequently acted as Independent members. Much 

vertical jointing was also present.  

Roof bolting was tried in these ground conditions to hold the uneconomic roof 

rock in place while maintaining an unobstructed roof span of 25 feet required 

by the full swing mechanical loading machines. Stoper drills were used to 

drill 6 to 10 ft long holes into the flat mine roof. The concept of a portion 

of rock in tension due to gravity loading and located beneath a theoretical 

arch line was understood at this time. The hole depths were subsequently 

designed to penetrate the arch line. Holes were spaced 4 ft apart within each 

row, and rows were spaced 5 to 10 feet apart. One-inch diameter steel bolts 

with a split end and wedge on one end and threads on the other end were 

inserted into the holes. A special thread protecting dolly was used while an 

air jackhammer hammered the bolt upward so the split in the end of the bolt 

was driven over the slender wedge which was restrained by the end of the hole.  

As the bolt was being driven over the wedge, the steel on either side was 

pushed sideways against the walls of the drill hole. This simple method 

provided a fast, reliable way of anchoring a steel bolt inside a borehole.
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Four-inch wide structural steel channel iron straps, used as a continuous 

strap, were also part of the system. The channel iron with holes pre-cut on 

4-ft centers was then placed over the threaded bolts. Nuts were applied to 

anchor the channel iron tightly against the mine roof. Clear spans of 25 feet 

could then be achieved to accommodate the full-swing mechanical loading 

machines in use at that time.  

Other mining companies were also installing or experimenting with rock bolts 

and rock anchors during the same period of time. The Homestake Mining Company 

in South Dakota used steel pins grouted into holes to reinforce the hanging 

walls of shrinkage stopes during the 1920's. The Empire Zinc Company at 

Gilman, Colorado, used rock bolts to support the large openings which housed 

its underground mill constructed during the late 1920's. The Anaconda Mining 

Company of Butte, Montana, began making rock bolt installations in 1939. In 

that year, an exhaust air crosscut was rock bolted and shotcreted at the time 

it was driven. The crosscut was still being used to exhaust hot, humid air 

from the 3400 level of the Belmont Mine many years later. In 1942, rock 

bolting experiments were carried out at the Washington-Glebe Colliery in 

England, but were not entirely successful. In the Forchaman Colliery in South 

Wales, a 60-foot-long section of roadway roof was systematically rock bolted 

with slot and wedge bolts in 1944. The work was terminated because of a 

shortage of materials, but the installation was still in good condition in 

1958 (3).  

Several individuals contributed to the further acceptance of rock bolting as a 

means of support. Mr. Z. S. Beyl, Mining Engineer of Delft, Holland, wrote a 

series of articles in Colliery Engineering, 1945-1946, and proposed using an
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-expansion-bolt anchor (4). Mr. C. C. Conway, Chief Engineer for the 

Consolidated Coal Co., applied a variation of the St. Joe Lead Co. method in a 

coal mine near Staunton, IL (5). Mr. Edward M. Thomas, Bureau of Mines, 

furthered the adoption of systematic bolting by documenting the St. Joseph 

Lead Company method in Information Circular 7533, September, 1949.  

Fifty mines were using rock bolts for roof support in 1949. In 1951, 500 

mines were using rock bolts for roof support (A). Bolts were being used 

successfully during the late 1940's and early 1950's even though the theory of 

roof bolting was only partially understood. L. A. Panek, Bureau of Mines, in 

1956, quantified the effects of increasing the coefficient of friction between 

bolted layers of rock in Report of Investigations No. 5155. American Standard 

Specifications for Roof Bolting Materials in Coal Mines, sponsored by the 

American Mining Congress and approved by the American Standards Association 

were submitted and approved in September 1956. These ASTM Standard 

Specifications were revised in 1983 and are currently referred to as ASTM 

F432-83.  

Rock bolting grew rapidly through the 1950's and 1960's. In 1968, 912 U.S.  

coal mines used 55 million bolts and 69% of underground coal production was 

mined under bolted roof (Z). Epoxy resin grout was developed in Europe during 

the 1960's. Prepackaged polyester resin was developed in 1972 in the United 

States. Friction rock stabilizers consisting mostly of deformable steel tubes 

entered the market in the mld-1970's. Approximately 125 million bolts per 

year were used in the American mining industry alone during the 1980's. A 

myriad of expansion anchors, bearing plates, roof trusses, cable anchors, and
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combinations of tensioned, untensioned, grouted, ungrouted, partially grouted 

rebar, deformed bar, smooth bar, bolts and accessories are now on the market.  

PRINCIPLES OF ROCK BOLTING 

Bolting offers several advantages over the traditional passive types of 

supports. Bolts may provide either active or passive rock support functions.  

Bolting materials require handling and storage of less weight and volume of 

support material, provide an unobstructed area, provide improved ventilation 

due to fewer obstructions, reduce the cross-sectional area which must be 

excavated for ventilation, and require only minor maintenance is required 

after the bolts are installed.  

Rock is considered to be either self-supporting with no supplemental supports, 

self-supporting with the addition of some type of internal reinforcement, or 

non-self-supporting. In the first case, bolts would not be necessary; in the 

second case, bolts would assist the rock structure In supporting itself; and 

in the third case, bolts would suspend failed rock from more competent rock 

located above. Four principles are Involved when an underground opening is 

supported with rock bolts. The first Is beam building, the second is column 

reinforcement, the third is suspension, and the fourth is keying.  

Beam building occurs when several thin rock layers are bolted together to form 

a single thick rock layer (Figure 1). In column reinforcement, the bolting 

method is identical to that used for beam-building, i.e., thin, poorly bonded 

layers are laminated together. This principle of reinforcement resists a
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Figure 1. Beam building 

buckling moment which is induced by high horizontal stresses. The bonded 

laminations react as a stiff horizontal column (8), Suspension occurs when a 

bolt-passes through a separated layer of rock or piece of rock and the bolt 

anchor is located In a competent self-supporting layer or zone of rock above 

the separation (Figure 2). The steel bolt then "swings" the suspended 

material. Keying occurs when fractured or jointed massive or laminated rock 

is bolted together (Figure 3). The bolts pass through angular blocks of rock 

and also through the fractures between the blocks.
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Figure 2. Suspension

Figure 3. Keying 
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Practically speaking, all four principles of rock reaction to internal bolt 

reinforcement occur simultaneously. Many references exist on the theory of 

rock bolting and ground control. Chapter 13 of the SME Mining Engineering 

Handbook lists 262 references on ground control including many on bolting.  

The five volume contract report entitled "Design Criteria for Roof Bolting 

Plans Using Fully Resin-Grouted Nontensioned Bolts to Reinforce Bedded Mine 

Roof" by J. C. Gerdeen, V. W. Snyder, G. L. Viegelahn, and J. Parker, 

Department of Mechanical Engineering-Engineering Mechanics, Michigan 

Technological University, Houghton, Michigan, July 1977, is a thorough 

document and also contains numerous references on rock bolting for ground 

control.  

ROCK BOLTING BACKGROUND 

In the design of a roof control plan, consideration must be first given to the 

immediate roof. Beam, suspension, and keying support principles are 

considered over the opening, while pressure arch concepts are used in more 

removed areas. Immediately above the opening, a relieved zone of rock exists 

caused by bedding separation, resulting in roof sag. The higher overlying 

rock contains the pressure arch, which transfers the overburden load to the 

pillars. As a result of these actions, pillars must be designed to carry the 

loads, and thus maintain a stable opening (9).  

Of necessity a large number of support types have come into being. Economic 

conditions and ease of installation of roof support systems are responsible 

for the creation of several technological breakthroughs. Special ioplications 

for problem roof conditions have created the need for other support methods.
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The roof support of an underground opening is basically achieved through the 

application of two methods, roof bolts and compression units, such as timber 

or arches. One or both methods may be used to reinforce rock in the opening, 

and secondary support may also be utilized. Rock reinforcement systems may be 

active or passive at the time of installation. An active system imparts a 

load to the rock mass immediately upon installation, while a passive system 

places no load on the rock, and does not support the rock mass until the mass 

moves, thus loading the system (L0). Compression units, such as timbers and 

arches, are normally passive, while roof bolts may be. active, passive or a 

combination of the two.  

In the application of conventional (mechanically anchored) rock bolts and 

conventional compression units such as timbers, conceptual differences exist.  

Successful tensioned rock bolting relies on the ability to make the ground 

self-supporting through consolidation; conventional compression units rely on 

the assumption that failure of the ground is inevitable, and the rock is 

supported after the rock has ceased to be self-supporting (11).  

ROCK BOLT SYSTEMS 

Rock bolt support systems are those internal to the rock structure and 

accomplish their purpose by load sharing and confinement functions. This type 

of support system includes all types of steel rock bolts typically used in 

mining and civil applications such as mechanical anchor, resin grouted, cement 

grouted, and friction stabilizer. Wooden rock bolts or dowels, once widely 

used in mining, will not be. considered here because of their obvious 

temperature, strength, and life limitations.
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There are two basic types of rock bolts, those that are pretensioned (active) 

and those that are not (passive).  

Tensioned 

The most common type of bolt Is the mechanically anchored tensioned bolt. The 

tensioned rock bolt can be described as a bolt having one end anchored in the 

rock through a device which holds the bolt in place, usually by either part of 

the anchor or part of the bolt expanding outward toward the rock, thus 

anchoring the bolt to the rock. The other end of the bolt holds a plate to 

the rock face and tension is created through torquing the bolt head causing 

the bolt to pull inward, creating tension between the anchor and bolt head.  

This tension tends to compress the strata, thus creating a zone of competent 

rock (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Tensioned bolts creating compression zone
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Slot-and-Wedge Bolt

Within the tensioned rock bolt category the first type of bolt is the slot and 

wedge (Figure 5). This type relies on a bolt, slotted at the distal end, into 

which a wedge is placed. As the bolt is pushed into the top of the hole, the 

wedge is pushed into the slot, which in turn applies pressure to the sides of 

the drill hole. Tension is then applied to the bolt by torquing the nut at 

the proximal end, and in effect stretching the bolt, to apply a compressional 

force to the rock unit. Slot and wedge bolts are usually 1 inch in diameter 

and placed on 4-foot centers.

Figure 5. Slot-and-wedge bolt, short sample bolt
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Mechanical Anchor Bolt

An improvement of the slot and wedge bolt is the mechanical anchor bolt 

(Figure 6). Prior to installation, one end of the bolt is screwed into the 

plug portion of the mechanical anchor. The bolt is placed to the back of the 

hole and rotated. This rotation causes the plug to be pulled forward into the 

slotted portion (leaves) of the anchor. The leaves then apply pressure to the 

walls of the drill hole which anchors the end of the bolt. Tension is then 

developed in the bolt with the application of further rotation drawing the 

bearing plate against the rock.

Figure 6. Mechanical anchor bolt
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Grouted Bolts

In some types of ground, the dominant bolt loading force may have a large 

shear component. In this case, a bolting system is needed which will bear 

against the perimeter of the hole along the entire length of the hole. This 

was one reason for which the grouted bolt was developed. For grouted bolts, 

the grouting material may be either a cement or a resin. Grouted bolts are 

installed either by placing the bolt in the hole and injecting the grout, or 

emplacing the grout and then driving or spinning the bolt in (12).  

A wide variety of grouting agents have been used with some success. Polyester 

resin is a thermosetting, viscous liquid containing a promoter that solidifies 

by a,.cross-linking polymerization when mixed with the heat generating 

catalyst. Curing begins with an initial gel stage, then curing to a solid 

mass when polymerization is caused by heat. The ultimate strength is reached 

logarithmically, very rapidly at first, then more slowly (13). The resin is 

packaged in a flexible plastic tube, the resin and catalyst components being 

separated by a layer of plastic. Tubes are available in a variety of length, 

diameter, and gel time. For this method, the required number of resin tubes 

are placed in the hole and the bolt is pushed and spun through the resin 

mixing its two components. A short time, less than 1 minute, is required to 

let the resin gel.  

Injectable resin was developed so that a bulk resin, rather than prepackaged 

resin, could be used. This resin can be pumped, but is generally installed 

with a transfer tube and plunger. The main advantage of this system is its
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lower cost. The mess created by the injection process and the additional time 

of installation are the main drawbacks (14).  

A number of Inorganic cements have also been used as grouting agents. These 

cements are either injected into the hole or Inserted into the hole in 

cartridge form. For the latter method, the cement (either Portland or 

aluminate cement) is wrapped in a cartridge of porous paper. Prior to its 

use, the cartridge is placed in water for a specified length of time to allow 

water to enter the cartridge.  

A new type of grout, known as gypsum grout, has been tested and found to be 

quite effective. The grout is composed of plaster of paris and a small amount 

of potassium sulfate as a curing accelerator. When mixed with water, this 

mixture hardens into gypsum. There are two methods for using this grout; one 

is injection, the other is in cartridge form. The cartridge form contains the 

cement and small water droplets encapsulated by a thin layer of wax. The 

components are packaged in a plastic sheath. This grout was found to pass 

ASTM standards and a long-term creep test indicated that with a constant load 

of 15,500 lb, a displacement of only 1/2 in would occur after 10 years. The 

overall performance of this grout was found to be better when used as an 

injected slurry (15).  

Tensioned resin grouted bolts may be either partially or fully grouted. A 

partial, or point anchor, grouted bolt may be tensioned between the anchor 

point and bearing plate. A fully grouted tensioned bolt is a bolt which is 

entirely encapsulated by resin.
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The use of quick-setting and slow-setting resin simultaneously in the same 

hole allows for a fully-grouted bolt to be tensioned. Curing the fast setting 

resin, first, at the top of the hole, allows the bolt to be tensioned prior to 

the curing of the slow-setting resin. The use of this type of bolt allows for 

the entire length of the drill hole walls and also the bolt to be fully 

covered with resin (16).  

Grout Anchored Bolt 

A point anchor resin rock bolt is a rock bolt which is anchored at the upper 

end by quick-setting resin or cement grout. The remainder of the bolt Is 

tensioned, much the same as a mechanical anchor bolt. While rock is subjected 

to deterioration around a mechanical anchor, a short column of grout may 

protect rock around the anchor from air and moisture, and thus slow the 

deterioration process of the rock. Grouted point anchor bolts provide a 

strong anchorage In a variety of strata. This is particularly Important when 

an anchor zone is close to a bedding plane between two strata. A reliable and 

long-term roof support is offered due to tension applied to the bolt. Tension 

will be maintained and anchor creep or slip Is minimized. A zone of high 

compression Is not created in the strata adjacent to the anchor (L7).  

Mechanically Anchored and Grouted Bolt 

Some types of groutable bolts are manufactured with a hole manufactured 

through the center and along the entire long axis of the bolt. This hole 

allows for cement grout or resin to be pumped through the bolt and 

subsequently fill the annulus. These bolts are manufactured by the Williams 

Form Engineering Company. Williams FormR bolts may be pre-stressed prior to
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grouting. Expansion anchors are used for anchoring the distal end of the 

bolts prior to tensioning and grouting.  

The bolts are pre-stressed by utilizing a hydraulic jack to apply the required 

tension. Numerous expansion type anchors specifically designed for this 

application are manufactured by this company.  

Williams Wil-x-cementR grout is a portland cement blended with a calcium 

sulfo-aluminate cement.  

Untensioned 

Where a fully-grouted bolt Is used, the bolt will remain effective along its 

entire length. A fully-grouted bolt acts quickly against both axial and 

lateral movements of the rock. Bolt effectiveness is not reduced to a high 

degree when roof slaking takes place near the bearing plate. The resin 

protects the roof bolt from corrosion and deterioration and cured resin is 

resistant to shock loads. Generally, it has been found that there is little 

difference between the performance of tensioned and untensloned fully-grouted 

bolts. Rock movements, even in very small magnitudes, will induce significant 

tensile loading in the bolt.  

Fully Grouted Bolt 

The most widely used grouted bolt Is the full column, untensioned, headed, 

deformed bar, rebar, bolt, using a prepackaged polyester resin as the grouting 

agent (Figure 7). The fiberglass bolt (Figure 8) is a fairly new support
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type, basically having the same advantages as the cable bolt. One type of 

fiberglass bolt is manufactured entirely of fiberglass, including threads, nut 

and plate. This development eliminates the corrosion drawbacks of a metallic 

bolt. Fiberglass bolts are typically high in tensile strength, completely 

cuttable, low in weight, and easy to handle, compared to steel. Fiberglass 

bolts are subjected to the same temperature limitations as organic resins 

because these resins are used to bind the fiberglass strands together.  

0 2 4 6 

Scale, in

Figure 7. Rebar bolt with resin package
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0 1 2 1 4 6 
1

Scale, in

Figure 8. Fiberglass bolt 

Cable Bolt 

The cable bolt has gained some recognition due to the fact that the cable may 

be cut to any length, up to 100 ft, at the job site, and it may be wound on a 

spool, thus easing the operator's job, especially when long bolts are needed.  

Cable bolts are often used in conjunction with other bolting systems, 

providing reinforcement to the entire rock mass. Cable bolts consist of steel 

cables grouted into drill holes in rock as shown in Figure 9. The cables vary 

in length, but 60-ft lengths or greater are common. The cables are made from
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seven high-strength steel wires of 0.6 to 0.625-in. diameter each with an 

ultimate tensile strength of approximately 58,000 lbf. The grout used for 

filling the holes is a mixture of water and cement at ratios ranging between 

0.35:1 and 0.5:1.

5/8 in. Steel cable

-2.25 In. dia. hole

Grout tube .75 in. ID 

Packing (cotton waste)

Breather tube 
.5 in. ID

Figure 9. Typical cable bolt installation (50)
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Cable bolts were first introduced about 1970 to the mining industry in 

Australia to reinforce ground before mining. They were later adopted by many 

mining companies throughout the world. In the United States, cable bolts were 

first used in 1977 by the Homestake Mining Company in Lead, South Dakota. At 

present, there are four mining operations in the U.S. which are either using 

or have used cable bolts. They are the Homestake Mine, Carr Fork Mine, Lucky 

Friday Mine, and the San Manual Mine.  

Cable bolts can be installed at any angle and can consist of a single cable or 

a bundle. When installed in an up hole (at some angle above the horizontal), 

the cable(s) and breather tube are first Inserted into the hole. Water is then 

forced through the breather tube to flush the hole. Next, the grout tube is 

pushed approximately 3 ft into the hole and the bottom 12 in. of the hole is 

plugged. The hole is then filled with grout through the grout tube. The 

breather tube allows air, which is displaced by the grout, to escape. When 

the hole Is filled, the ends of the two tubes are folded over and tied off to 

prevent drainage of the grout. These tubes remain in the hole and are not 

recovered. A breather tube is not required in down holes. They are filled by 

inserting the grout tube to the bottom of the hole and then retrieving it 

while the hole is filling with grout.  

The load-carrying capacity of this system depends on the failure strengths of 

the cable, grout, and interfaces between cable and grout and between rock and 

grout. Failure of the cable-grout interface usually occurs first, and has, 

consequently, been the subject of most laboratory research on cable bolts.
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A primary advantage of cable bolts is that a long bolt can be installed in 

confined areas because the cable is flexible. For example, in an opening 

(drift) with a 10-ft-high roof, the length of rigid bolts is limited to 10 ft 

or less. However, because cables will bend, much longer cable bolts can be 

installed In the same opening. As mentioned previously, 60-ft-long cable 

bolts are common.  

Cable bolts are especially applicable in fractured ground because the entire 

length of the cable Is bonded to the rock with grout. At the San Manual Mine, 

where the mining method is block caving, the ground Is highly fractured and 

the cables are installed by first anchoring the head end of the cable In the 

hole, applying a prestressing load of approximately 20,000 lbf, and then 

grouting the hole. This helps sandwich the rock mass into an Integral unit 

and also keep the rock surface from spalling. Cable bolt support systems can 

be designed to respond to various amounts of ground movement. In highly 

stressed rock, single cables in each hole allow large rock deformations, 

thereby redistributing the load to pillars. Double cables, on the other hand, 

have higher load-carrying capacities with lower displacements, and therefore 

do not allow as much rock movement for a given load. Figure 10 shows that a 

cable bolt can accommodate substantial displacement without failure.  

Recently, three new friction-Inducing modifications to cables have been 

introduced to the industry: 1) steel buttons which are pressed onto the 

cables, 2) coating the cable with epoxy and embedded grit, and 3) arranging 

the wires in a birdcage configuration.
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12- inch length 

5/8-inch diameter 

7-wire cable 

58,000 pounds ultimate strength

28-DAY AVE.  

7-DAY AVE.  

"•~'• 3-DAY AVE.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

DISPLACEMENT (IN)

Figure 10. Load vs. displacement for cable bolts (50)

The steel button concept originated in Canada and is being used extensively 

there. The buttons are usually 1.00 to 1.25 in. in diameter by 1.5 to 1.75

in. long. They are pressed onto the cable at specified intervals (usually 2 

to 3 feet) by a 350-ton capacity press. The purpose of a button is to 

transfer load from cable to grout by compressing the grout in front of the 

button rather than by shear at the cable-grout interface. Preliminary 

laboratory pull tests indicate that the maximum load carrying capacity of a
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button-cable support is approximately three times that of a cable without 

buttons. A 1-ft section of embedded cable with a single button attached near 

the center will carry loads of approximately 58,000 lbf which is the breaking 

strength of the cable. The same 1-ft section of cable without a button will 

carry approximately 20,000 lbf. Location of the buttons is the key to their 

success, but the optimum location for each application is difficult to 

predict.  

Epoxy coated cables were developed to provide corrosion protection for cables 

in prestressed concrete members. However, coated cables did not provide 

enough shear resistance against pullout, so the manufacturer embedded grit 

into the outer surface of the coating to provide this resistance. Laboratory 

pull tests indicate that the load-carrying capacity of a cable is increased by 

approximately 31 percent when coated with the epoxy and grit. In addition, 

many tests have been run on this cable for chemical resistance, abrasion 

resistance, and resistance to cracking from flexure. The coated cable has 

performed satisfactorily. The Federal Highway Administration approves their 

use on bridges exposed to corrosive environments.  

The tight-fit configuration of the seven wires in a conventional 0.625-in.  

cable limits the surface area of the cable contacting the grout to 

approximately 2.62 in 2 per linear in. of cable. The limiting resistance to 

pull out is developed at this cable-grout interface. Recently, a manufacturer 

in Australia developed a technique for separating the seven wires of a 

conventional cable, rotating the outer six wires slightly, and then 

recombining the wires to form an open cable so that the surface area of all of 

the wires comes in contact with the grout. This is called a birdcage cable,
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and it incorporates a series of nodes and anti-nodes with a period of 

approximately 7.0 in. Blrdcaging can begin or end at any point along the 

length of the cable. Laboratory pull tests indicate the maximum load-carrying 

capacity of a birdcage cable Is increased by approximately 104 percent over a 

conventional cable.  

Reference made to specific brands is made to facilitate understanding and does 

not imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines.  

Friction Stabilizer Bolt 

A new innovation Is the friction stabilizer bolt. The basic approach is to 

use a steel tube which interferes with the bolt hole surface thereby creating 

sufficient friction to lock the bolt in place. This Interference is 

accomplished by manufacturing the tube slightly oversize for the hole and 

forcing the bolt to contract slightly upon insertion or by preforming the tube 

undersize for the hole and expanding it with Internal hydraulic pressure after 

insertion.  

Split SetR Bolt 

The "Split SetR" friction rock stabilizer (Figure 11) has a slot along its 

entire length. One end Is tapered to allow Insertion into the drill hole.  

The hole is drilled slightly smaller in diameter than the tube. During 

installation, the entire tube is compressed, closing the slot and exerting an 

outward force against the rock. Friction between the steel tube and the walls 

of the borehole helps stabilize the rock mass.
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Figure 11. "Split SetR1' bolt, short sample bolt 

The elliptical bolt, a steel tube with an elliptical cross section, also 

utilizes friction between the tube and walls of the borehole. The major axis 

of the ellipse forms to the shape of the drill hole, creating outward radial 

forces against the rock. As the bolt is pushed into a slightly undersized 

hole, the major axis is compressed, causing the minor axis to expand. When 

the bolt is fully inserted, an outward force is maintained against two 

opposing sides of the drill hole walls.  

Inflatable SwellexR Bolt 

The "SwellexR'' bolt (Figure 12) is made of a steel tube, which has been 

reshaped to a smaller diameter. The ends of the tube are reinforced with
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short, welded sleeves. When installing this bolt, high pressure, 4300 psi, 

water is pumped into the tube through a small hole, causing the tube to swell 

in the drillhole, filling it completely (Figure 13). Due to the high water 

pressure, the bolt will conform to any irregularities in the hole.  

During the inflation process, the lower part of the bolt shortens, thus 

pressing the bearing plate firmly against the rock. Following installation, 

the water pressure is released and a small amount of water leaves the tube.

Figure 12. "SwellexRI' bolt
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Figure 13.  
Before expansion - left;

Cross-section of "Swellex" bolt: 
After expansion - right (inside a brass sleeve)

Full Length Mechanically Anchored Bolt 

The full length mechanical, or "Lateral Force SystemR,'' bolt uses steel which 

is corrugated on one side and a matching corrugated slide to create a positive 

force along the length of the hole. As the installation force is applied to 

the bolt, the two corrugated parts go out of mesh, exerting a lateral force to 

the drill hole wall along the entire length.
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Yielding Bolts

Yielding rock bolts are used in heavy squeezing ground where the bolts must 

undergo substantial deformation while maintaining their structural integrity.  

They~are also used in mines and tunnels susceptible to rock bursts because 

they can resist large dynamic loads without failure. Several designs have 

evolyed, but none have been widely used commercially in the U.S. due mostly to 

their high cost.  

While there are variations in these bolts, the yielding principal is generally 

the same, i.e. a part of the bolt is permanently deformed during yielding by 

drawing through a die.  

Conway bolt 

Conway bolt is an example of a yielding bolt (18). When the tensile force on 

the bolt exceeds a critical design value, a threaded rod is forced through a 

die. The threads are deformed as they pass through the die, and the load 

remains essentially constant with bolt elongation. In highly loaded rock 

where displacements are large, this load-deformation characteristic acts to 

retain the fractured rock while the surrounding intact rock undergoes stress 

redistribution or the opening is stress relieved.  

Ortlepp Bolt 

This yielding bolt also utilizes a smooth-bored die which deforms the raised 

thread of a rock bolt when the imposed load exceeds a critical value. The die
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of this bolt is placed at the anchor end such that no excess length of bolt 

protrudes from the hole (19).  

Helical Bolt 

A flexible helical rock bolt (Figure 14), designed at the Bureau of Mines, can 

be Used where a constant force must be maintained within the rock over a large 

range of deformation. The bolt, resembling a spring, has been tested and 

found to be sound in concept. Either a mechanical or grout anchor may be 

used. Further testing remains before this bolt is established as a reliable 

method of roof support (20).

Figure 14. Helical bolt
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Meypo-Head Bolt

A fourth type of yielding rock bolt, the "Meypo-Head," using an innovative 

design allowing for various extension loads, is now available (Figure 15).  

One end of the bolt is anchored, either mechanically or with grout in the end 

of the hole. The other end of the bolt protrudes from the hole and is fitted 

with a special anchor head. Excess amounts of the bolt may be bent back, 

allowing a greater length to yield. As the rock around the bolt moves, a 

number of hardened steel cylindrical bullets strip grooves in the rock bolt, 

thus maintaining a load on the bolt while allowing the effective length of the 

bolt to increase. Depending on the number, angle, and protuberation of 

bullets into the bolt, the desired extension load can be established.

0 1 2 
I.

4 J- 6 A

Figure 15. "Meypo-Head" yieldable bolt
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Secondary Support with Rock bolts

Bearing Plates 

For most bolts, some type of secondary support is necessary. Normally, a 

steel plate is affixed to the bolt such that the rock will bear on the plate, 

thus giving the term, bearing plate. Bearing plates come in various forms, 

depending on the performance characteristics required. The flat bearing plate 

is simply a square metal plate with a hole through the center, allowing the 

bolt to be passed through. A dished bearing plate, or bell embossed plate 

(Figure 16), has a convex downward shape, allowing resistance to deflection 

under a load.

0 2 4 6

Scale, in

Figure 16. Dished "bell embossed" bearing plate
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The donut bearing plate (Figure 17) is similar to the dished plate with the 

added feature of a partial recess in the center.

'0 2 4

Scale, in

Figure 17. Doughnut bearing plate 

Header Plates and Boards 

A header plate is basically a long rectangular bearing plate, providing a 

wider distribution of bolt load. These plates are available in various 

geometries. Header boards are rectangular wooden planks, usually two inches 

thick, and used in conjunction with a bearing plate. Header boards allow the 

bolt to take greater movement of rock by letting the bolt crush the board.  

Washers 

Hardened washers are used with roof bolts which require torquing to introduce 

load in the bolts. As the bolts are tightened, the hardened washer reduces 
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the friction between the bolt head and bearing surface. Standard washers are 

round or square and usually tempered for hardness. Bevel washers (Figure 18) 

have a small slope and are used where the rock surface is not at a right angle 

to the bolt axis. Spherical washers (Figure 19) are used when a greater angle 

exists between the rock strata and bolt axis. The spherical face can accommo

date a wide range of angles by creating a ball and socket type joint.
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Figure 18. Bevel washer
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Figure 19. Spherical washer 

Roof Ties, Steel Straps, Mesh Pans and Mesh 

Ties, straps, and mesh pans are used to join several bolts into a continuous 

support. Spalling and sloughing of the roof is held to a minimum by these 

units. Steel straps are flat strips of metal which can be used on flat or 

extremely uneven roofs. The steel straps are not as rigid as a roof tie, so 

it can be bent to conform to uneven surfaces. Likewise, expanded wire mesh 

can be formed to uneven surfaces. The mesh is made of thick steel wire welded 

in a grid pattern. Steel ties are stamped metal straps, having curved or 

angled edges to make the unit more rigid. Chain link mesh reinforcement, can 

be used for control where spalling and sloughing are too great of a hazard to 

use the other alternatives.
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OTHER SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Roof Trusses 

Roof trusses are used in mining to reinforce and confine a roof which is weak 

or badly fractured. The roof truss applied to underground support is derived 

from a technique for strengthening beams used for civil construction. A cable 

fastened at each end of the beam is tensioned below the beams lower chord to 

increase it's load carrying capacity. The cable is held out from the beam by 

either one centered vertical member perpendicular to the beam (king's truss) 

or by two spacer blocks positioned some distance in from either end (queen's 

truss). The roof truss was developed because it was thought that a mine roof 

behaves somewhat like a beam. The queen's truss is the most common because it 

preserves headroom in the entry.

Figure 20. Typical roof truss
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A mine roof truss, Figure 20, consists of a roof bolt installed about 45 

degrees above horizontal over each rib. The portion of the rock bolt protrud

ing from the rock is bent parallel to the roof. The two bolts are connected 

by a cable or other cross link that includes a tensioning device. This link 

is held away from the roof by spacer blocks. The bolts can be anchored 

mechanically or can be fully grouted. Tension in the roof truss either 

compresses the roof rock or reduces tension resulting from roof loads.  

Therefore, roof trusses reinforce roof that is weak or fractured by preventing 

development on new fractures and increasing friction between fractured blocks 

of rock. Advantages are a roof truss is anchored above the ribs rather than 

above the roof, and tensioning the truss compresses the rock in a favorable 

manner not obtained with other types of support. A major disadvantage is that 

a truss loses tension because of creep or yielding of the spacer blocks or 

bolt anchorages which requires periodic retensioning. Another disadvantage is 

that compressing the roof rock creates tension between the outer edges of a 

truss and the ribs. They could, however, support long roof spans over 

intersections where rock bolts alone may be inadequate and space restrictions 

may eliminate the use of concrete liners or steel sets.  

Trusses have been used primarily in coal mines with flat roofs as a secondary 

support to rock bolts or where bolts cannot be used. This limited use is 

partly because drilling and installing bolts in the long inclined bolt holes 

is expensive.  

Equations have been developed by the Bureau of Mines to calculate the vertical 

and horizontal loads on roof trusses. Figure 21 shows a free-body diagram of 

roof truss loads and parameters. Theoretical curves are shown in Figure 22 

which depicts the vertical reaction at the hole collar divided by the truss 

tension (HCV/H) for a 45 degree bolt inclination.
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Figure 21. Force diagram.of roof truss (LO) 

A typical calculation of the loads on a truss is shown below as an example.  

Assuming inclined bolts at 45 degrees, H - 10,000 lbs, and the bearing plate 

10 in. from the hole collar, the following holds: 

P - 9,400 lbs 

T - 8,000 lbs 

b - arctan (2/10) - 11.30990 

8PV - P sin b - 9,400 sin (11.3099) - 1,843 lbs 

BPH - H - P cos b - 10,000 - 9,400 cos (11.3099) - 783 lbs 

HCV - T sin a - P sin b - 8,000 sin (45) - 9,400 sin (11.3099) 

3,813 lbs.
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HCH - P cos b - T cos a - 9,400 cos (11.3099) - 8,000 cos (45) 

3,561 lbs.  

At the bearing plate, the truss would push against the roof with a vertical 

force of 1,843 lbs directed upwards and a horizontal force of 783 lbs directed 

toward the center of the entry. At the hole collar, the truss would push 

against the roof with a vertical force of 3,813 lbs directed upwards and with 

a horizontal force of 3,561 lbs directed toward the center of the entry. This 

horizontal compression is the advantage of roof trusses in fractured ground.
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Figure 22. Vertical reaction curves for roof trusses (50)
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Rigid Steel Arches

Rigid steel arches have been used extensively for highway and railroad 

tunneling, and design principles are well established. They provide an arched 

support of the roof, the continuity of which depends on the amount of blocking 

and wedging done to transfer the load to the set. Lagging between sets stops 

broken rock from falling into the opening. The sets most commonly come as 

curved four-beam segments which are bolted together to form a horseshoe or 

round shape (see Figure 23). They are blocked in place with wood blocks and 

wedges. The spreaders and lagging are commonly of timber. The effect of 

thermal loading on steel sets has not been a concern in tunneling. However, 

load calculations of 10 x 10 H-steel set which is fully restrained provides a 

thermal load of 64,000 psi at a 3300 F temperature change. Because the sets 

are generally not fully restrained, an accurate measure of the thermal effect 

must be determined experimentally or through computer modeling. Without 

special precautions, the corrosion of steel sets is similar to that of any 

stressed steel structure.

Figure 23. Rigid steel arch (50)
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Yieldable Steel Arches

Yieldable steel arches utilize a sliding friction assembly to accommodate 

loads, thus delaying damage to the support. Yieldable arches are used where 

extensive rock movements occur due to heavy ground with excessive roof or 

floor heave. Repetitive maintenance work is reduced when using yieldable 

arches. When a load exceeds the designed load capacity of the arch, yielding 

will occur at the overlapping joints. As the joint overlap is Increased, the 

radius of the arch is reduced. The strength of the arch increases as it 

yields and as the ground settles into a natural contour, loading forces may be 

brought into equilibrium. Lagging is usually placed between the arches.  

Footings to provide additional bearing support may be required where the 

ground is soft (21). Yieldable steel sets as arches and ring sets are shown 

in Figure 24(a) and 24(b), respectively.
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Figure 24(a). Yieldable steel arch (50)
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Figure 24(b). Yieldable steel rings (50)
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Posts and Timber Sets

Posts are used in many mines where additional or temporary support is needed.  

Posts are placed vertically between the floor and roof. A header board is 

used to distribute the load on the roof, and a wedge is driven between the 

post and header to tighten the support against the roof. Several variations 

of this method exist. Two posts can be erected with a wooden cross beam to 

support rock across the opening. This is known as a timber set. Blocking is 

driven between the cross beam and roof to form a better contact. Occasional

ly, a steel H or I-beam is used in place of the wooden cross beam. If sets 

are placed in series, lagging can be placed above the cross beams, running 

parallel to the opening. This will protect the workers from spalling and 

sloughing (.22).  

Roof Jacks 

Mechanical roof jacks may operate either in a screw or ratchet manner. These 

roof jacks are used to temporarily support the roof prior to roof bolting or 

timbering in the face area. Yleldable hydraulic jacks are support units which 

yield at a specified load. The yield is accomplished by hydraulic cylinders 

with pressure relief valves. Yielding is sometimes required when roof 

convergence in inevitable, and where temporary supports must be left in place 

for several days (23).
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Tunnel Liners

Although the term tunnel lining usually refers to a continuous and solid 

casting, such as concrete, the term is sometimes applied to a number of roof 

support mechanisms which fully line the tunnel walls and roof. Various types 

of segmental steel plates, or liner plates, consisting of curved members, are 

used where loose ground does not allow very large unsupported areas. There 

are basically three types of liner plate currently in use.  

Corrugated plates, with no flanges, fit together with overlapping joints.  

This type of liner is not often used since Its Installation requires access to 

the outside of the tunnel lining. Corrugated plates with two flanges and 

plates with four flanges are more commonly used since assembly bolting can be 

done from the inside of the tunnel. Footings are usually incorporated with 

the design of these liners. Such footings are either steel channels or 

concrete (24).  

Cribs 

Cribs are constructed by laying timbers at right angles on top of each other 

to support heavy roof loads. Cribbing is not normally nailed together or 

notched. In permanent openings, cribbing is usually chemically treated.  

Cribs may also be used with wooden or steel cross beams and lagging (25).  

Circular columns of monolithic poured concrete have also been used (26).
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Steel-Fiber Reinforced Concrete Blocks

Concrete blocks have been used in mines to replace wood cribbing because 

concrete is not flammable, and it has a higher compressive strength and longer 

service life than wood. These blocks are commonly stacked in columns or 

walls, but can be used In a wide variety of unique configurations. The Bureau 

of Mines completed the development of steel-fiber reinforced (SFR) concrete 

blocks in 1980 and commercialization followed. They are used extensively by 

mining companies in the U.S. and abroad. The blocks are 24-in x 8-in x 4-in 

and weigh 48 lbs.  

The key to the success of the blocks is the use of randomly oriented steel 

fiber in the mix. This fiber makes the concrete behave in a less brittle 

fashion as shown in Figure 25. As the SFR concrete exceeds its ultimate 

strength, it begins to lose strength gradually and fails in a controlled 

manner unlike the explosive and catastrophic failure mode of normal unreinfor

ced concrete. The *control" curve of Figure 25, which is of concrete without 

fibers, shows the sudden loss of strength typical of plain unreinforced 

concrete.
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Figure 25. Confined compressive stress vs. deformation 
for concrete with fiber additive (50) 
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Concrete

Concrete linings have been used in tunnel and mine drifts for many years and 

the design principles are well established. Concrete can be either reinforced 

or non-reinforced and can be used with steel sets and rock bolts. The thermal 

properties of the concrete are mainly affected by the mineralogic composition 

of the aggregate. Entrained air also has significant effect on the thermal 

properties of concrete.  

Use of concrete for nuclear reactors has been well documented and modeling of 

thermal creep effects on three-dimensional concrete structures and comparison 

with tests are available. The long-term deterioration of concrete may be a 

problem, but experience shows concrete to be good for over 100 years.  

A recent development by the BuMines is the application of foam concrete to 

underground support systems. Although foam concrete is commonly used for its 

heat insulating properties, this underground support application is believed 

to be a unique use of its structural properties. By adding a foaming agent to 

the concrete mix, its density is reduced thereby forming a cellular light

weight concrete. Some advantages of foam concrete are reduced aggregate 

requirements as well as pumping and segregation problems. Vibration during 

placement is not required. The most important advantage is its ability to 

deform substantial amounts under load without failure as shown in Figure 26.  

For example, when placed behind a steel liner, transfer of point loads from 

the surrounding rock to the liner is eliminated. Stresses and strains in the 

surrounding rock are essentially decoupled from the liner. Consequently, 

surrounding rock can undergo substantial movement without excessive deforma 

tion of the liner.
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Figure 26. Deformation characteristics of foam concrete 
(wet density 44.5 lb/ft', 7 day strength) (50) 

An additional characteristic of foam concrete that may be useful in under

ground repositories is its low heat conductivity. As mines become deeper, 

heat flow into workings increases leading to increased cooling and ventilation 

requirements. In South Africa, sprayed coatings of insulating material have 

been considered for application to underground roadways to reduce heat 

transfer from the rock. The South Africa Chamber of Mines specifies the 

insulation should be the thermal conductivity equivalent to 50 mm of material 

of 0.03 W/m2/K. Conditions similar to those in deep mines could develop in 

underground repositories by the sensible heat from the rock augmented by heat
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from radioactive material. Foam concrete could therefore contribute to the 

solution of the two problems of heat and support.  

Gunite and Shotcrete 

Gunite Is a pneumatically applied Portland sand-cement mortar. Gunite is used 

to add support to a mine opening and prevent weathering. Wire netting is 

sometimes placed against the opening surface and subsequently becomes embedded 

in the concrete. Guniting is becoming a widely accepted method of effectively 

and economically supporting rock, provided the opening will stand for 

sufficient time to permit the concrete to gain its initial strength. Gunite 

may be applied to all types of rock. Accelerating additives can be used to 

cause the initial set to occur in a few minutes. The gunite can be applied in 

thicknesses of 2 to 6 inches with aggregate up to 3/4 in diameter (27).  

Shotcrete is concrete that is pneumatically projected onto a rock surface.  

The concrete is a mixture of cement, aggregate, and accelerator, it is used 

in tunnels and mines for primary support, as a sealant to prevent weakening or 

spalling of rock; to reduce water inflow; to cover rock bolts, mats and 

wiremesh; and as lagging. Figure 27 illustrates a support system using 

shotcrete.
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Figure 27. Support system using rock bolts, wire mesh, and shotcrete (50)
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The use of shotcrete to stabilize and support underground openings is a newer 

support method and therefore design principles are not as detailed as-they are 

for steel or concrete. Shotcreting has, however, similar characteristics and 

problems as concrete. A wire backing is needed where shotcrete does not 

properly adhere to the tunnel wall. Because shotcrete is a relatively new 

material (20 years), the experience in handling and placing it, and the 

knowledge of the long-term structural characteristics is considerably less 

than that for concrete.  

Shotcrete mortar (without aggregate) has a tendency to loosen and spall as 

stresses in the rock are relieved. Shotcrete containing aggregate, however, 

has been shown to effectively bond with most rock surfaces and even 

cohesionless ground. Shotcrete, with a compressive strength up to 10,000 psi, 

can contain up to 40% aggregate. Chemical additives can be used to adhere the 

shotcrete to wet surfaces (28).  

Grouting 

Pressure grouting is used primarily to stop water inflow. Procedures for 

grouting are well developed and the limitations are well known. The operator 

must control the mix of the grout while the ability to define the ground 

conditions is severely limited. Clay, cements, bentonite, and mixtures with 

sand and flyash can be used. Chemical grouts are newer than cement grouts, 

and have low viscosities which allow the grout to more easily penetrate 

cracks, but there is no long-term experience with chemical grouts. On-site 

tests are needed to determine the optimum grouting material. Laboratory 

testing is needed to define the effect of temperature and time on the grout.
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Roof Stabilization by Resin InJection

Early work with resins to strengthen coal mine roofs used a method which 

injected chemicals into the strata, thus forming a consolidated, self

supporting rock beam. Laboratory and underground testing led to wide scale 

testing which developed a system enabling resin to be forced into strata ahead 

of the working face, producing a consolidated roof before exposure.  

Organic resins, under pressure, may be pumped into bore holes, filling small 

cracks between rock which bonded layers together and consolidated the roof 

rock. The economics of this method limit its use to specialized cases.  

Problems encountered with this method include the high viscosity of the resin 

used and the high pumping pressures, which can induce rock failure (29). A 

two-component polyurethane injectable system called "Roklok BinderRi' is 

currently being marketed by Mobay Chemical Company, Pittsburgh, PA.  

Backfill 

Backfill is defined as the emplacement of material, such as waste rock or 

coarse tailings, into the underground opening to support the roof, ribs and 

also limit surface subsidence. In an underground repository, it could be a 

permanent support or a temporary support to be removed later if retrieval of 

nuclear waste is required.  

In mines, backfill Is almost always used as a permanent support. It commonly 

consists of mill tailings or crushed rock. Portland cement may be added to 

improve strength. Backfill is usually pumped into a mine in slurry form, i.e.  

a mixture of ground solids and water, although pneumatic placement is 
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sometimes used in flat-lying mines. Hydraulic backfilling with classified 

sand material is often considered to be the most effective method of 

supporting a mined-out opening (30). When stopes are hydraulically 

backfilled, accesses to the stopes must be closed off. Bulkheads of concrete 

or heavy timber should be capable of sustaining hydrostatic needs equal to the 

full height of the opening. Large bulkheads are valved to bleed off liquids 

(31).  

There is little experience in the mining industry in using backfill as 

temporary support. In some anthracite coal mines in Pennsylvania, backfill, 

locally called culm, has been used as support and was occasionally mined 

through to develop additional workings.  

In a repository, two possible scenarios could involve backfill: 

1. Backfill is placed soon after emplacement of nuclear waste and a 

retrieval by mining through the fill option is maintained.  

2. The repository is backfilled after all nuclear waste is emplaced and 

prior to decommissioning the repository.  

The modulus of elasticity of mine backfill ranges from only 68 MPa (10,000 

lb/in2 ) to 136 MPa (20,000 lb/in2 ). Substantial displacement of wall and roof 

rock must occur before there is significant deformational interaction and 

passive support is obtained. This interaction is accompanied by significant 

fracture, i.e. failure of roof and wall rock, which is assumed unacceptable in 

a repository.
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Expanding type backfills have been proposed that are a mixture of crushed rock 

and bentonite. The expansion characteristic is due to the property of 

bentonite to absorb water and expand. This characteristic is desirable as it 

would retard or prevent the migration of radionuclides. However, the support 

characteristics of this mixture are unknown.  

Concrete has been used to fill abandoned mines where subsidence must be 

prevented to protect overlying buildings from damage. It has not been used by 

the mining industry for backfill because of the high cost.  

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF SUPPORT MATERIALS 

Steel 

The Influence of temperature on the strength of steel is shown in Figure 28 

(32). If the maximum temperature of the rock nearest the canisters is 200 C 

(392 F) as indicated in the EA and the supports also reach this temperature, 

this data indicates over 90 percent of the ultimate strength of the steel 

supports will be retained. Data from another source, Figure 29, shows that 

the yield strength of both cold worked and hot rolled steel increases as the 

temperature is Increased from room temperature to a worst case, near canister, 

temperature of 200 C (392 F) (33). Furthermore, when cooled to room temp

erature, approximately 500 C, from 200 C (392 F), yield strength does not 

deteriorate indicating steel is not damaged by temperature excursions between 

room temperature and 200 C.
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Steel can deform from the long-term interaction of stress, temperature, and 

time. This characteristic, called creep, is the progressive deformation of a 

material under stress. It can lead to severe deformation and eventual 

fracture. Generally, creep rate is higher with increasing temperature and 

stress.  

Below one-fourth the melting temperature (in degrees Kelvin), initial creep 

rate, if present, rapidly decreases to zero (34). For steel, this temperature 

is about 180 C (356 F). At one-third, the melting temperature, 330 C (626 F), 

creep rate is very small and remains constant for a substantial period of 

time. Even at the most extreme, near canister, temperature of 200 C (392 F), 

creep rate of steel supports is expected to be zero or extremely small.  

Concrete 

Concrete is used for underground supports in the form of concrete linings and 

shotcrete as well as grout for sealing cracks and joints primarily to reduce 

water inflow.  

When concrete is heated to 100 C (212 F), free water is vaporized and diffuses 

to the surface. No structural damage occurs. At temperatures between 100 C 

(212 F) and 260 C (500 F), the absorbed heat causes chemically bonded water to 

separate. Steam is generated and escapes to the surface. Strength loss is 

about 10 to 15 percent (35). At temperatures above 260 C (500 F), the cement 

paste decomposes. Cracks are created and these can propagate to the surface.  

Also, the addition of thermally generated stresses can crush the concrete.  

Figure 30 shows the effect of temperature on the compressive strength of 

concrete.
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Figure 30. Compressive strength of concrete vs. temperature (50) 

Creep tests have been performed on concrete largely to determine its response 

to heating in fires. For three-hour heating tests, creep plays a very limited 

role In the overall behavior of concrete for temperatures below 400 C 

(Abramns). Creep tests of concrete exposed to 10.3 MPa (1500 lbf/lin2 ) and 177 

C (375 F) indicate total creep for 12-in test cylinders is represented by the 

following relationship (35) :
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C - 286.9 log t + 718.6

C - total creep, millionths of an inch 

t - time, days 

The creep of a 10-ft high concrete wall after exposure to this temperature and 

stress for 100 years would be only about 0.2 inches. Using these experimental 

results as a guide, the creep rate of concrete at the worst case, near 

canister, rock temperature of 200 C (392 F) is likely to be small.  

Inorganic Grout 

Grout based on portland cement has in general similar characteristics to 

monolithic concrete. Exposure to temperatures as high as 200 C (392 F) and a 

low pH (acid) environment could lead to serious deterioration. It is also 

subject to other types of chemical attack such as leaching by water containing 

dissolved carbon dioxide and disintegration from exposure to sulfates.  

Gypsum-based grout begins to dehydrate and lose strength at temperatures above 

46 C (115 F); rapid dehydration and severe strength loss occurs at 149 C (300 

F). Conversely, calcium-aluminate based grout has excellent tolerance to both 

high temperatures and a wide pH range. It could be satisfactory for grouting 

rock bolts in high-temperature repository environments. However, little 

information or experience on its use by the mining industry is available 

largely because of the high cost which is three to four times the cost of 

Portland cement-based grout.
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Organic Grout 

Organic grout, usually polyester or epoxy based, is commonly used In 

underground openings to anchor rock bolts. However, the strength of epoxy 

decreases precipitously above 100 C (212 F). The effect of temperature on a 

filled polyester resin is shown in Figure 31. These resins would not be 

suitable in high-temperature repository environments, but adding strengthening 

fibers to the resin increases performance. For long fibers, the performance 

of the composite is dominated by the properties of the fibers. Many of the 

fiber additives can withstand high temperatures, and these would therefore 

increase the high-temperature performance of the composite grout. How to 

effectively orient the fibers in the drill hole to obtain maximum performance 

has not been solved. Also, a wound fiber "cocoon" around the rock bolt has 

been suggested, but these ideas need further development.  
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Figure 31'. Temperature vs. strength for polymer resin (50) 
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Some polymers can be used at higher temperatures than those that are epoxy or 

polyester based. A class of resins called polyimides can survive continuous 

exposures to more than 300 C (572 F) (36). The temperature limit for avimid 

resin, which is used in manufacturing composites primarily for the aerospace 

industry, is 316 C (600 F) (37).  

These resins will not be suitable for anchoring rock bolts without drastic 

alteration of the usual installation procedures because they require a heat 

treatment at 204 C (400 F) to remove about 15 percent volatiles which causes 

considerable shrinkage. However, many other classes of polymers can resist 

higher temperatures than epoxy or polyester, and these should be investigated 

for their suitability in anchoring rock bolts in high-temperature 

environments.  

Bond Strength 

The bond strength between reinforcing steel and concrete decreases at high 

temperatures. A strength reduction factor of 0.7 is suggested for designing 

steel reinforcement in reinforced concrete buildings that could be exposed to 

temperatures between 100 C (212 F) and 300 C (572 F) from a fire; concrete 

heated to temperatures above 300 C (572 F) is considered unsuitable for reuse.  

Laboratory tests of bond strength loss at 200 C (392 F) indicate the factor is 

actually about 0.8, and therefore 0.7 can be considered a conservative design 

factor (38). These data have been developed primarily as an aid in the design 

of reinforced concrete buildings that could be damaged from rapid heating in a 

fire.
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It is questionable whether these data.can be directly applied to grouted rock 

bolts in a repository because the pull-out-resistance of a grouted rock bolt 

depends largely on mechanical Interlocking between the bolt and grout rather 

than resistance of the bolt-grout bond. Although the grout fractures and 

"debonds" at low displacements, pull-out resistance is maintained to 

surprisingly large displacements.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART AND CURRENT RESEARCH OF ROCK SUPPORT METHODS

Mechanical Anchors 

Conventional mechanically-anchored bolts generally employ one of the two 

common types of expansion-shell anchors. These are classified as either the 

standard plug-type anchor or the bail-type anchor. The standard anchor has 

leaves rigidly attached at the base, while the bail-type anchor has leaves 

which are free at the base and are attached by means of a wire bail at the top 

(Figure 32).
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-PLUG 
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Figure 32. Mechanical Anchors - Standard, left; Bail, right 
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Both types of anchors employ the same mechanics to provide anchorage, by 

forcing a tapered plug through the leaves, expanding the leaves and gripping 

the borehole wall. The two anchors, however, contact the borehole different

ly. Due to the rigid attachment in a standard anchor, there is a smaller 

contact area, located mainly at the maximum plug dimension. In contrast, the 

bail-type anchor maintains contact along nearly its entire length, due to its 

nearly unrestricted leaf movement. In theory, the greater contact surface of 

the bail type would minimize the stresses in the surrounding strata of soft 

rock and would provide superior anchorage.  

A standard plug type anchor in soft rock would tend to create high stresses in 

the rock and cause localized crushing. In extremely hard rock, the high 

penetration stress created by a standard anchor would adequately allow the 

leaf serrations to penetrate the borehole walls whereas the bail-type anchor, 

due to its greater surface area, would be difficult to set and tend to slip in 

the hole. In medium-strength materials, the two anchor types should perform 

equally as well.  

Anchorage tests on many expansion shells in various types of rock have shown 

that a general correlation with the above discussion is evident. There are 

some exceptions due to design variations such as leaf and plug size and angle, 

serration type and size, and the shell material itself (39).  

Tension 

Numerous studies have shown that mechanically-anchored bolts should be 

installed in a controlled pattern and at equal tension levels. Torque is
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normally used as a means of determining the tension in a bolt. A torque

tension relationship is determined by installing bolts at various levels of 

tension and recording the resisting torque at each load level. The slope of 

the line, determined through linear regression analysis, is the torque-tension 

ratio. To determine the necessary torque, the design bolt load is divided by 

the torque-tension ratio (40).  

Thrust 

The application of thrust against the bolt head during the tightening cycle is 

another important parameter which affects the uniformity of rock bolt loads.  

When inserting a bolt, all or part of the thrust of the bolting machine may be 

applied. Laboratory tests using various levels of thrust have shown that 

thrust will decrease the installed tension by an amount equal to the thrust 

plus a quantity from localized galling. Thus, a random application of thrust 

will result in a random bolt tensioning. It is advisable to torque all bolts 

with ,as close to zero vertical thrust as possible (41).  

Anchorage Tests 

Anchorage tests on mechanical anchor bolts may be performed through several 

means. Among the tests are torque wrench readings, and pull tests. The pull 

test is a good Indicator of the anchorage capacity of a mechanically anchored 

bolt. The pull test is a short-term anchorage test used to determine the 

anchorage strength of the bolt assembly. The pull test subjects an installed 

bolt to a direct pull by means of a hydraulic pump and a hollow ram. The load 

applied to the assembly is read from a gauge on the hydraulic pump, and the .
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deflection, or travel, of the bolt assembly is measured by an extensometer.  

The load and deflection data is recorded at specific load increments. This 

data may then be plotted as a load-yield curve (42).  

A typical pull test yields many helpful insights into the anchorage of the 

bolt assembly (Figure 33). Point A is the point at which the Jack load begins 

to be transferred to the bolt. At Points B and C the jack loads and bolt 

loads• are the same. Point D is a close approximation of the installed bolt 

load (43). From A to B the anchor plug is being forced into the leaves of the 

anchor. The slope of the line AB depends on the bluntness of the leaf 

serrations, the contact area between the shell and rock, and the elasticity of 

the rock. The center of the curve - line BC - represents displacement of the 

bolt head, caused by slippage of the anchor, or yielding of the bolt. The 

bolt-reaches its ultimate anchorage limit at C.  

)C 

-B 

0 
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Figure 33. Ideilized curve for a pull test on a mechanical anchor bolt (43)
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Bolt Grout Systems

Improved organic grouts based on epoxy resins have been developed under Bureau 

of Mines funding. These resins are comparable to existing polyester grouts in 

installation time, but have several advantages including about 50 percent 

greater strength, better bonding to rock, unlimited shelf life, higher flash 

point, and potentially lower cost bulk injection. Low cost, fast setting, 

inorganic grout systems based on gypsum cement have also been developed by the 

Bureau of Mines. One such system, which uses wax encapsulated water beads and 

packaged in cartridge form is now available commercially. Other bulk 

injection type inorganic grouts are still in the development process.  

Several tests have been conducted to establish optimum parameters for various 

aspects of installing resin bolts. The annulus of resin around a bolt has 

been found to play a major role in the strength of a grouted bolt. Tests on 

various diameter bolts in various diameter holes illustrated that there is an 

optimum hole diameter for a particular bolt. When the diameter of the hole 

was too large or too small, the anchorage capacity was significantly reduced.  

Through analysis of the results, it was found that the diameter of the hole 

should be 1/4 inch larger than the bolt (44).  

Tests to determine the effects of installing a resin-grouted bolt in wet holes 

have also been conducted. Holes were wet-drilled into a block of sandstone, 

cleaned with water, and bolts were installed into holes which were filled with 

water. Comparison with results obtained in dry drill holes yielded similar 

anchorage capacities. Providing that drill cuttings are cleaned from the 

hole, the effect of wet-drilling on anchorage capacity is negligible (44).
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Tests on the effects of moderate temperatures on the anchorage of resin

grouted bolts were also conducted. Short-term tests carried out at 520C 

(126 0 F) suggest that bolt thread deformation will occur before the resin 

yields. These tests suggest that moderate elevated temperatures will have 

little effect on short-term bolt anchorage capacity (44).  

Resin shear strength tests have been conducted by a resin manufacturer at 70°F 

in the presence of water, 5% sodium chloride solution, and 5% sulfuric acid 

solution. Under these conditions the strength levels off after approximately 

120 days. The real concern Is not the salt/brine solution to long-term 

support, but rather for the 4000F temperature and to radiation which will 

deteriorate the polyester resin. The maximum temperature for polyesters is 

about 300°F; above this slow decomposition occurs (45).  

Epoxy resins have also been used for anchoring machinery to foundations.  

Temperature effects have been evaluated under these conditions. Because epoxy 

is basically a plastic, the properties of epoxy-based grout can vary radically 

with temperature changes. Above about 1800 F, epoxy begins to exhibit a rather 

dramatic elasticity. The modulus of elasticity of steel, for example, Is 

about 3,000,000; for epoxy-based grout, it Is about 2,500,000...until the 

grout is heated. Then the modulus of elasticity drops off to 100,000 (46).  

Experimental simulation of rock bolt creep was conducted In a laboratory by 

measuring anchor displacement with respect to time when a constant load is 

applied to the bolt. Anchorage displacement was measured at the rear of the 

bolt. This was done by drilling holes through the blocks. The holes were
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sealed at the far end during bolt installation. This manner of testing was 

chosen so that elastic deformation of the bolt would not effect the 

displacement reading. The dial gauge was mounted at the rear of the block.  

Creep tests using sandstone as the host rock suggest that the rate of anchor 

creep decreases with time until stability of the anchor is achieved. The 

effect of increasing the length of grout was to significantly reduce the 

amount of creep for a given load (44).  

A long-term resin creep test was conducted by the Bureau of Reclamation at 

Temperatures between 65 0 F and 800 F. The resin anchor performed well in all 

tests; resin curing time was short; early and sustained load carrying 

capacities were good. An initial tensile load of 166 MPa (24 000 lb/in2 ) was 

applied to the system, and load reduction due to creep was monitored. The 

tendency of the rock bolt resin anchor system to creep appeared to decrease 

with time, with a maximum load reduction of 27 percent occurring over an 

elapsed time of 21 months (47).  

It has been found that the axial stiffness of resin-grouted bolts can be 10 to 

20 times greater than that of mechanical bolts (48). A ribbed rebar-type 

resin-grouted bolt fails by failure of the steel bolt in hard rock. A smooth 

bolt, however, pulls out of the resin when subjected to a pull test. This 

indicates that mechanical interlock is the primary means of stiffening. In 

soft rock, the bolt assembly will fail at the resin/rock interface, indicating 

that the resin is stronger than the rock. A larger diameter hole and assoc

iated steel bar should provide an increased anchorage capacity in soft rocks 

(48).
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Under axial loading, it has been found that the load on a bolt decays to zero 

at a distance into the grout. A load is distributed over a shorter distance, 

approximately 15 inches, in hard rock, and a greater distance, 30 to 40 

inches, in soft rock. This distance, known as the load transfer length, is a 

factor into which thickness of layers in a bedded mine roof must be taken into 

consideration. Creep of resin-grouted bolts has been found to increase the 

load transfer length with time, especially in softer rock (48).  

The Increased shear strength of joints in rock where the joints are penetrated 

by grouted bolts is a particular advantage of resin-grouted bolts, especially 

at low normal loads for bolts oriented normal and ±450 to the joint surface.  

Under transverse shear loads, little benefit was found from tensioning of the 

bolt (48).  

In relatively soft rock, with failure occurring at the resin/rock interface, 

the thickness of the annulus of resin is a limiting factor independent of bolt 

diameter. Thus, if a larger hole diameter is necessary to reduce shear stress 

at the resin/rock interface, a larger diameter bolt should be used, keeping 

the annulus thickness at the optimum. A small resin annulus thickness of 1/8 

inch gives the maximum anchorage (48, 49).  

Yielding Bolts 

In many support situations, a bolt which can yield under load would be 

advantageous. Yielding bolts are most useful in supporting highly mobile 

ground where large deformations of the strata would otherwise overload
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the bolt. Several designs have evolved and hold promise, but none have been 

widely used commercially due mostly to their high cost.  

Yielding bolts are designed to provide continuous support while rock undergoes 

sudden or slow movement. Several variations have been developed by different 

researchers. South African (Ortlepp), Bureau of Mines (Conway and Helical), 

Army Corps of Engineers (Allen), Modified Split Set Bolts (Scott), and Meypo 

Yielding Anchors from Switzerland are some examples. The Meypo Yielding 

Supports are being marketed in Europe. While there are variations in the 

models, the yielding principal is basically the same except for the helical 

bolt; i.e., the bolt is permanently deformed during yielding by drawing it 

through a die. In highly stressed rock where displacements are large, the 

yielding support acts to retain the fractured rock under constant load while 

the surrounding rock undergoes stress redistribution or the opening is stress 

relieved.  

Yielding of most conventional supports cannot occur during the sudden high 

strain-rates experienced during a rock burst which is a violent movement of 

rock. Such movement causes abrupt failure of conventional supports. Because 

yielding bolt supports are designed to accommodate large displacements, they 

will also help to preserve the integrity of the opening and minimize damage 

during rock bursts.
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Computer Models 

Rock bolt capabilities can be predicted, to some extent, using computer 

-models. The Bureau of Mines is comparing computer models with actual 

measurements taken from the Mine Roof Simulator located at the Spokane, 

Washington Research Center. This simulator contains a 6-ft high x 15-ft wide 

entry having up to 16 rock bolts. Different roof loadings can be imposed and 

the interactions between the roof loading and rock bolts are measured and 

correlated using a computer. The close similarity between the actual rock 

bolt/roof loads and the BMINES and ANSYS computer model predictions are shown 

in Figure 34.
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SELECTED ILLUSTRATIONS

In an effort to enhance the reader's understanding of conventional ground 

support systems, selected rock bolts and other support system types are 

illustrated on the following pages. Each type is shown in three modes 

depicting: 

1) Component identification and material specifications 

2) Installation and maintenance narrative 

3) Force vectors and narrative describing typical installation loading and 

gravity loading forces along with reactions that may occur.  

The values shown for material specifications are based on the types of steel 

normally used; however, any of the bolts, plates, or anchors can be made of 

special quality steels to better suit unique applications. All bolts are 

considered schedule 40 steel except for the slot and wedge bolt (schedule 55 

steel), cable bolt (zinc-coated structural wire rope - average of class A and 

C), mechanically anchored, tensioned and grouted bolt (schedule 70 steel

hollow-bar RLH series) and Swellex bolt (mild steel). All plates are 

considered A36 steel and all mechanical type anchors are schedule 60 steel.  

The plates and anchors have insignificant impact regarding coefficient of 

thermal expansion and ultimate tensile load, thus no values are shown as they 

are not applicable (N/A).
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The yield and ultimate load values for bolts were obtained by multiplying the 

"thread stress area" of a 3/4 inch diameter bolt times their yield and 

ultimate strength to obtain the respective "pounds-force" load values. Yield 

load values for Swellex, Split-set and elliptical bolts, because of their 

unique anchorage mode, were obtained from the manufacturer. The yield loads 

shown for anchors are actual anchorage capacities derived from pull-out tests.  

These are somewhat general and depend largely on the rock type, hence the 

range of values can be quite wide.  

The thermal conductivity values are shown for a temperature of 1220 F (500C).  

This is considered a temperature which would be commonly experienced in the 

medium-field areas (mains and submains) of the proposed repository sites.  

All of the values listed on the parameter sheets have been determined from 

published data and the authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results.  

For critical applications it is recommended that pull-out and load-deformation 

characteristics be determined from in situ field tests on the actual rock 

bolts to be used.  

Reference made to specific brands is made to facilitate understanding and does 

not imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines.
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SI Units Conversion Table*

PARAMETER ENGLISH UNITS CONVERSION FACTOR SI UNITS 

Poissons Ratio (v) Dimensionless Dimensionless 

Youngs Modulus (E) 1 psi 6.895 kPa 

Coeff. of Thermal in/in x 10-6 1.8 mm/rrrn x 10-1 

Thermal Exp (a) OF 0C 

Load (l) Ibf 4.448 N 

Thermal BTU/HR*FT-*F 0.01731 W/Cm° 0C 
Conductivity (k) at 1220F at 500C 

*English units values multiplied by conversion factor yields SI (Standards 
International) values.
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Bearing

Nut

Parameters

SLOT-AND-WEDGE POINT ANCHOR BOLT 

ASTM Test No.* Bolt

SET

Plate Anchor

"*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 
Note: The values listed in this table have been determined from published test data and the 
authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications it is strongly 
recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 
on the bolts to be used.
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Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.29 0.30 0.30 

Young's Modulus (E) Part 10 
106 psi E-231 29-30 29-30 29-30 

Coeff. of Thbrmal Exp (a) Part 10 
[(inlin)x1O-0]/ 0 F B-95 6.16 N/A N/A 

Yield Load (min) Part 10 16,000-+ 

lbf - 3/4" * E-8 18,370 N/A 28,000 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
lbf - 3/4" 4 E-8 28,390 N/A N/A 

Thermal Conductivity (k) Part 41 
BTU/(HR - FT * °F) E-457 29.6 28.0 29.6 

@ 1220 F



Bearing plate 

B 

Threaded portion 

SLOT-AND-WEDGE POINT ANCHOR BOLT SET 

The components of the slot-and-wedge point-anchored tensioned bolt set are 
shown above. The bolt is threaded at one end and has a slot cut in the 
other. The bolt is installed by first inserting the wedge into the bolt 
slot and placing an end cap on the threaded end of the bolt. The partial 
bolt assembly is then inserted into a bolt hole, wedge first, ensuring that 
the base of the wedge contacts the back of the hole. The bolt is then 
driven into the bottom of the hole by striking the end cap with a large 
hammer, forcing the wedge into the slot and expanding the sides of the bolt 
along the slot against the sides of the bolt hole. The end cap is then 
removed, the bearing plate is placed on the bolt, and the nut is installed 
on the bolt threads. The nut is rotated until the bearing plate is secured 
to the rock and the desired torque is reached. Periodic re-torquing is 
usually required to maintain proper bolt tension.
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SLOT-AND-WEDGE POINT ANCHOR BOLT SET 

The slot-and-wedge point anchored bolt is used for the keying, suspension, 
and beam building modes of rock support. The slot-and-wedge anchor system 
acts through the compression and shear forces (7 and 8) at the anchor point, 
coupled with the compression (1) of the nut to create tension (6) in the 
bolt. This provides a support force (4) from the bearing plate to oppose 
differential rock movement forces (5) at the rock face. The nut also acts 
(1 and 2) to hold the bearing plate firmly in place. Excessive rock flexure 
can cause buckling (3) of the bearing plate.  

In keying, the bolt acts to prevent rotational movement by interconnecting 
pieces of broken rock, thereby maintaining opening stability. In suspensi
on, the bolt anchor is secured into competent ground and supports broken 
rock slabs between the anchor and the face plate.
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Bearing plate 

Solt head

Bolt

portion

Parameters

MECHANICALLY ANCHORED, TENSIONED 

ASTM Test No.* Bolt

BOLT SET 

Plate

Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.29 0.30 0.30 

Young's Modulus (E) Part 10 
106 psi E-231 29-30 29-30 29-*30 

Coeff. of Thprmal Exp (a) Part 10 
[(in/in)x10)-]/OF B-95 6.40 N/A N/A 

Yield Load (min) Part 10 16,000-o 
1bf - 3/4" t E-8 13,360 N/A 28,000 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
lbf - 3/4n f E-8 23,380 N/A N/A 

Thermal Conductivity (k) Part 41 
BTU/(HR • FT • °F) E-457 29.6 28.0 27.6 

@ 1220 F 

*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 

Note: The values listed in this table have been determined from published test data and the 
authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications It Is strongly 
recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 
on the bolts to be used.
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Bearing plateal 

fo 

Threaded portion 

MECHANICALLY ANCHORED, TENSIONED BOLT SET 

The components of the mechanically anchored, tensioned bolt set are shown 
above. The bolt is threaded on one end and has a square bolt head on the 
other. The anchor assembly consists of several leaves that are forced 
radially outward when the anchor plug is drawn into the anchor assembly.  
The bail serves no function except to hold the anchor plug in place in the 
anchor assembly until it is placed onto the bolt threads. The bolt is 
installed by first sliding a bearing plate over the bolt shank to the bolt 
head, then attaching the bolt anchor to the threaded end of the bolt. The 
assembly Is then fully inserted into the hole, ensuring that the face plate 
is against the bolt hole collar. The bolt is then rotated, forcing the bolt 
anchor plug into the anchor body to expand the leaves against the sides of 
the bolt hole. This also tensions the bolt and secures the bearing plate to 
the rock. Periodic retorquing is usually required to maintain proper bolt 
tension.
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MECHANICALLY ANCHORED, TENSIONED BOLT SET 

The mechanically anchored tensioned bolt is used for keying, suspension, and 
beam building modes of rock support. After torquing the bolt, the anchor, 
acting through the compression and shear forces (7 and 8) at the anchor 
point, couple with the compression (1) of the bolt head to create tension 
(6) in the bolt. This provides a force (4) from the bearing plate to oppose 
differential rock movement (5) at the rock face. The bolt head also acts (1 
and 2) to hold the bearing plate firmly in place. Excessive rock movement 
may cause buckling (3) of the bearing plate.  

In keying, the bolt acts to prevent rotational movement of interlocking 
pieces of broken ground thereby maintaining opening stability. In suspensi
on,' the bolt anchor is secured into competent rock and supports broken rock 
slabs between the anchor and the bearing plate.
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nut

Grout overflow tube 

\ 1

Grout Injection tube

Paelking

Parameters

CABLE BOLT SET 

ASTM Test No.* Bolt Plate Anchor

"*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 
Note: The values listed In this table-have been determined from published test data and the 

authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications it is strongly 
recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 

on the bolts to be used.
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Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.29 0.30 N/A 

Young's Modulus (E) Part 10 
10' psi E-231 29-30 29-30 N/A 

Coeff. of Thermal Exp (a) Part 10 
[(in/in)x10-"]/OF B-95 6.40 N/A N/A 

Yield Load (min) Part 10 30,000

lbf - 3/4" t E-8 18,400 N/A 40,000 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
lbf - 3/4" t E-8 25,000 N/A N/A 

Thermal Conductivity (k) Part 41 
BTU/(HR * FT - OF) E-457 29.6 28.0 N/A 

@ 1220 F



Retainer

'Stop nut 

Grout overflow tube 2(, orGrout.  
Grout Injectlon tub* 

CABLE BOLT SET 

The cable bolt consists of a length of 5/80 or larger steel cable (wire 
rope) with a retainer spring at the end secured by a stop nut. A 3/4" ID 

grout injection (inlet) tube and a 1/2" ID overflow (outlet) tube are 
strapped to the cable.  

The outlet tube is secured to the cable at intervals along the length of 

cable to be inserted in the hole, so that one end of the tube is near the 

retainer on the cable. The cable is then inserted into the hole (usually 

drilled to about 2 1/4" diameter) retainer end first until the end of the 

cable contacts the back of the hole. Packing material, such as cotton 
waste, is tightly fitted into the hole around the cable and tubes at the 

collar. Cement grout is then pumped into the injection tube until the void 

around the cable is filled, and air and grout are forced out of the overflow 
tube. If the drill hole is downward from the horizontal, grout is injected 

into the "overflown tube, filling the drill hole void from the bottom up, 

forcing air out through the Oinjectionn tube. Grout injection continues 
until grout is forced out of the "Injection" tube.
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CABLE BOLT SET 

The cable bolt supports the rock in essentially the same manner as the fully 
grouted untensioned bolt, acting in the beam-building and suspension modes 
of rock reinforcement. Forces along the length of the cable are resisted by 
the shear strengths of the grout, grout-rock (3), and grout-cable (2) bonds 
and the tensile strength of the cable. Differential rock movement may cause 
tension (1) in the cable. No maintenance is necessary other than periodic 
inspection.
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Rebar bolt

Bearing plate

Bolt nut

Grout anchor

GROUT ANCHORED, TENSIONED BOLT SET

. Parameters ASTM Test No.* Bolt Plate Anchor

Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.29 0.30 N/A 

Young's Modulus (E) Part 10 
10' psi E-231 29-30 29-30 N/A 

Coeff. of Thermal Exp (a) Part 10 
[(in/in)x1O-] / F B-95 6.40 N/A N/A 

Yield Load (min) Part 10 30,O00
lbf - 3/4" N E-8 13,360 N/A 40,000 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
lbf - 3/4" - E-8 23,380 N/A N/A 

Thermal Conductivity (k) Part 41 
BTU/(HR e FT o OF) E-457 29.6 28.0 N/A 

@ 1220 F 

"*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 
Note: The values listed In this table have been determined from published test data and the 
authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications It Is strongly 
recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 
on the bolts to be used.
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Bearing 

Bolt nut

anchor

GROUT-ANCHORED TENSIONED BOLT SET 

The components of the grout-anchored tensioned bolt set are shown above.  
The grout is encapsulated in cartridges and may be either dry cement, dry 
cement containing small capsules of water, or chemical resin. The dry
cement-only cartridges have a porous cloth or fibrous paper casing, and are 
saturated with water before use. The same general installation procedures 
are followed for all three grout types. The nut and bearing plate are 
placed on the bolt. The grout cartridge is inserted into the hole and 
pushed to the back of the hole by the bolt until the cartridge is ruptured.  
The bolt is then rotated to shred the cartridge casing, and, in the case of 
chemical resin, to mix the components of the resin. The bolt is then 
adjusted in the hole so that the bearing plate is held flush against the 
rock at the hole collar. After the resin is allowed to set, the nut is 
rotated to the desired amount of torque. Maintenance consists of periodic 
re-torquing of the nut.
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GROUT ANCHORED TENSIONED BOLT SET 

Thegrout-anchored tensioned bolt is used for keying, suspension, and beam 

building modes of rock support. After torquing, the bolt acts through the 

shear forces (7 and 8) at the anchor area coupled with the compression.  

resistance of the bolt nut to create tension (6) in the bolt. This provides 

a force (4) at the bearing plate to oppose differential rock movement forces 

(5) on the rock face. The bolt nut also acts (1 and 2) to hold the bearing 

plate firmly in place. Excessive rock movement may cause buckling (3) of 

the bearing plate.  

In keying, the bolt acts to prevent rotational movement of interlocking 

pieces of broken ground, thereby maintaining opening stability by formation 

of an arch. In suspension, the bolt anchor is secured into competent rock 

and supports rock slabs between the anchor and the bearing plate.
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Bearing

Grout

portion

Grout overflow

Bolt anchor.

Plug

Leaf

Hollow bolt

"Grout seal

MECHANICALLY ANCHORED, TENSIONED AND GROUTED BOLT SET

• Parameters 

Poisson's Ratio (v) 

Young's Modulus (E) 
106 psi 

Coeff. of Thbrmal Exp (a) 
[(in/in)x1O0-°/°F 

Yield Load (mLn) 
lbf - 3/4" 0 

lUltimate Tensile Load(min) 
11bf - 3/4" € 

Thermal Conductivity (k) 
BTU/(HR - FT • °F) 

@ 1220 F

ASTM Test No.* 

Part 10 
E-132

Part 10 
E-231 

Part 10 
B-95 

Part 10 
E-8 

Part 10 
E-8 

Part 41 
E-457

Bolt Plate Anchor

0.30 0.30 .30

29-30 29-30 1 29-30

6.10

23,380

N/A 

N/A

N/A 
50,000-+ 
70,000

30,728 N/A- N/A

27.7 28.0
27.6

"*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 

Note: The values listed In this table have been determined from published test data and the 

authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications It Is strongly 

recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 

on the bolts to be used.
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Bolt anchor

Bearing plate Grout *eel Leaf 

Grout Injection tube 

Nut 0* 

MECHANICALLY ANCHORED, TENSIONED, AND GROUTED BOLT SET 

The components of the mechanically anchored, tensioned, and grouted bolt set 
are shown above. The hollow rebar bolt is threaded at both ends. The bolt 
is installed by first attaching the bolt anchor to one threaded end of the 
bolt and fastening a setting tool, such as a long double cap nut, to the 
other threaded end. The partial bolt assembly is then inserted into the 
drilled hole, anchor end first. The setting tool and bolt are then rotated, 
drawing the anchor plug into the anchor assembly, forcing the leaves 
radially outward against the sides of the hole, thus anchoring the bolt.  
The setting tool is then removed, the rubber grout seal with attached grout 
injection tube is placed on the bolt and tightly fit into the hole collar, 
and the bearing plate and nut are installed on the bolt. The nut is then 
rotated, securing the bearing plate to the rock, until the desired torque is 

attained. Cement grout is then pumped into the grout injection tube, 
forcing the air in the drill hole out through the center hole of the bolt.  
Grout injection continues until a steady stream of grout overflows from the 

bolt hole, thus insuring that the drill hole void and any rock fractures 
along the walls of the hole have been filled with grout. The grout is then 
allowed to set. No maintenance other than period inspection is possible.
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MECHANICALLY ANCHORED, TENSIONED, AND GROUTED BOLT SET 

The mechanically anchored tensioned and grouted bolt is used for the keying, 
suspension, and beam-building modes of rock support. The bolt, after 
torquing, acts through the compression (9) and shear (10) forces at the 
anchor point, coupled with the resistance (1) of the nut to create pre
grouted tension (6) in the bolt. This provides a resisting force (4) from 
the bearing plate to oppose differential rock movement forces (5) at the 
rock face. The nut also acts (1 and 2) to hold the bearing plate firmly in 
place. The shear strength of the grout-rock (7) and grout-bolt (8) bonding 
resists differential rock movement along the length of the bolt. Excessive 
rock movement may cause buckling (3) of the bearing plate.  

In keying, the bolt acts to prevent rotational movement of interlocking 
pieces of broken rock, thereby maintaining opening stability. In suspensi
on, the bolt anchor is secured into competent ground and supports rock slabs 
between the anchor and the bearing plate. In beam-building, the grouted 
bolt unites the separate laminar rock members within the bolt length into a 
competent unit.
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Bearing plate

head

- Parameters

FULLY GROUTED, UNTENSIONED BOLT SET 

ASTM Test No.* Bolt Plate Anchor

*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 
Note: The values listed in this table have been determined from published test data and the 
authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications it Is strongly 
recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tes'q 
on the bolts to be used.
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Grout

bolt

Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.29 0.30 N/A 

Young's Modulus (E) Part 10 
10' psi E-231 29-30 29-30 N/A 

Coeff. of Th rmal Exp (a) Part 10 
[(ln/in)xlO-O]/°F B-95 6.40 N/A N/A 

Yield Load (min) Part 10 
lbf - 3/4" 0 E-8 13,360 N/A 31,000 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
lbf - 3/4" 0 E-8 23,380 N/A N/A 

Thermal Conductivity (k) Part 41 
BTU/(HR - FT • -F) E-457 29.6 28.0 N/A 

@ 1220 F



plate

Bolt head

Grout

Rebar bolt

FULLY GROUTED UNTENSIONED BOLT SET 

The components of the resin grouted untensioned bolt set are shown above.  
The bolt is usually constructed of rebar to provide maximum resin contact 
surface area along Its length. The grout is typically composed of a two
part polyester resin that cures very rapidly. The bolt is installed by 
first inserting the required number of resin grout cartridges into the bolt 
hole, then inserting the bolt and bearing plate assembled as shown. The 
bolt is rotated rapidly, mixing the resin grout components and ensuring that 
a maximum bolt surface area is being grouted. The grout then cures, bonding 
the bolt to the rock. No maintenance other than periodic inspection is 
possible.
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FULLY GROUTED UNTENSIONED BOLT SET 

This bolt is normally used in the beam building mode of support. Fully 
grouted untensioned bolts bond separate laminar rock layers into a single 
support unit with a thickness equal to the grouted bolt length. Forces 
caused by differential rock movements along the length of the bolt are 
resisted by the shear strength of the bolt-grout interface (7) and the 
grout-rock Interface (8). Differential rock movement forces (5) at the rock 
face are resisted by the bearing plate (4) acting against (2) the bolt head 
(1). This will create a tension (6) in the bolt. Excessive rock movement 
may cause buckling (3) of the bearing plate.
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Bearing plate 

Welded ring flange

... Parameters

SPLIT-SET BOLT AND ELLIPTICAL BOLT SETS 

ASTM Test No.* Bolt Plate

*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 
Note: The values listed In this table have been determined from nublished test data and the 

authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical anollcations It is strongly 

recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 

on the bolts to be used.-
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Tapered

Cross sections 

Split set Elliptical

Anchor

Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.30 0.30 N/A 

Young's Modulus (E) Part 10 
10' psi E-231 29-30 29-30 N/A 

Coeff. of Thgrmal Exp (a) Part 10 
[(in/in)xlO-O]/OF B-95 6.16 N/A N/A 

Yield Load (min) Part 10 
lbf E-8 25,000 N/A 15,000 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
Ibf E-8 28,000 N/A N/A 

Thermal Conductivity (k) Part 41 
BTU/(HR • FT - OF) E-457 29.6 28.0 N/A 

@ 1220 F



Bearing plate.

end

Initial cross sections

Slot Split set Elliptical 

Welded ring flange 

SPLIT-SET BOLT AND ELLIPTICAL BOLT SETS 

The Split-set bolt, a full-length-slotted round steel tube, and the ellipti
cal bolt, an oval steel tube, are both tapered at one end and have a ring 
flange welded to the other end.  

Split-set and elliptical bolts are both installed in the following manner: 
the bearing plate is placed on the bolt. The bolt is then inserted into the 

undersized drill hole, tapered end first, and driven into the hole with a 

percussion driver until the bearing plate is tight against the rock at the 

hole collar. Nominal hole diameter for both bolt types is 1-3/8 in, and 

minimum hole length is the bolt length. Neither type requires any 

maintenance other than periodic inspections.
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SPLIT-SET BOLT AND ELLIPTICAL BOLT SETS 

A Split-set bolt is designed slightly larger in diameter than the manufac

turer specified hole diameter in which it is to be installed. When the bolt 

is driven into the hole, the mild steel bolt is radially compressed, 

narrowing the slot. The bolt then presses radially against the walls (6) of 

the hole along its full length from the hole collar to the bolt taper. The 

elliptical bolt's major axis is slightly larger than the hole diameter. As 

it is driven into the hole, the bolt yields, shortening the major axis and 

lengthening the minor axis until they both equal the hole diameter, causing 

the bolt to exert a radial force (6) against the walls of the hole. For 

both bolt types, forces along the axis of the hole are resisted by friction 

(8) between the bolt and the rock. Differential rock movement forces (5) at 

the rock face are resisted by the bearing plate (4) acting through the ring 

flange (1 and 2) and together create tension (6) in the bolt. Excessive 

rock movement may cause buckling (3) of the bearing plate, or shearing at 

the ringed flange.
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plate

Typical transverse sections 

Initial position Expanded position

FULL-LENGTH MECHANICALLY ANCHORED BOLT SET 

Parameters ASTM Test No.* Bolt Plate Anchor 

Part 10 0 

Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.29 0.30 N/A 

Young's Modulus (E) Part 10 

10' psi E-231 29-30 29-30 N/A 

Coeff. of Thermal Exp (a) Part 10 

[(in/in)x10-0 ]/oF B-95 6.20 N/A N/A 

Yield Load (mm) Part 10 20,000-+ 

ld E-8 20,000 N/A 30,000 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 

lbf - 3/4" * E-8 25,500 N/A N/A 

Thermal Conductivity (k) Part 41 

BTU/(HR * FT * OF) E-457 29.6 28.0 

@ 1220 F 

"*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 

Note: The values listed in this table have been determined from published test data and the 

authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications it Is strongly 

recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 

on the bolts to be used.
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Bearing 

Nut

Slide

portion

•\' "Bolt 

Typical transverse sections 

initial position Expanded position

FULL-LENGTH.MECHANICALLY ANCHORED BOLT SET 

The bolt assembly shown above is inserted into the drill hole in the initial 

position shown in the transverse sections, ensuring that the bearing plate 

contacts the drill hole collar. The nut is then rotated, displacing the 

bolt body outward relative to the fixed slide leaf and forcing the bolt 

assembly into the expanded position as shown in the section labeled 
"expanded position." Periodic re-torquing may be required to maintain the 

bolt set in the expanded position. Because of Its mechanical features, this 

bolt type can be removed for re-use.
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FULL-LENGTH MECHANICALLY ANCHORED BOLT SET 

The full-length mechanically anchored bolt acts in the beam building mode of 
rock support. Forces due to differential rock movement along the length of 
the.bolt,.are resisted by.friction-forces.(8)..,between .the bolt~set.and hole...-.  
wall-created bythe;expansion-(6).- Addltlonal-forces..ofý._oose rock movement 
(5) near the collar of the hole are resisted by the bearing plate (4) acting 
through the nut (1 and 2) which can Increase tension (7) in the bolt.  
Excessive. rock movement.may_.cause,,buckling-(3)..of.the,.bearIng-plate........
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End sleeve

End sleeve

Swellex bolt (expanded) 

Cross sections 

...... Pe expo ni.on Post expansion

'4,,

INFLATABLE SWELLEX BOLT SET 

meters ASTM Test No.* Bolt Plate Anchor

• 1980 Book of ASTW Standards 
Note: The values listed In this table have been determined from published test.data and the 
authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications It Is strongly 
recommended thatpu I I-out and rload-deformat Ion character Ist Ics be determ Ined from f Ie Id tests 
on the-bolts.to .use-• :2 •.tY,,',.•
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.Para

Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.30 0.30 N/A 

Youn's Mdulu (E)Part 10
106 psi E-231 29,30 29*30 N/A 

Coeff. ofThermal_,Exp p(a) Part 10 
[(tn/tn)x1O-00 /°F B-95 7.20 ...... N/A N/A 

Yield Load (min) Part 10 
ibf E-8 21,000 N/A 26,852 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
lbf E-8 25,000 N/A N/A 

tfiiinal ffii-()" Par t 741f 
BTU/(HR * FT * *F) E-457 28.5 28.0 N/A 

@ 1220 F



Pressure InJection port 

Beiaringj plaite 

Cross sections 

En Pro expansion Post expansion 

INFLATABLE (SWELLEX) BOLT SET 

The components of the inflatable bolt system are shown above. The bolt is 
constructed of a flattened, and then folded circular, length of steel tubing 
as shown in the pre-expansion cross section. The Inner'end of the bolt Is 
sealedand-fttted wlth-an-end sleeve whileýthe*outer-end is-sealed and 
fitted with a-flanged end sleeve that also contains thewvater injection 
port. The flange serves to secure the face plate on the bolt.  

The bolt•-is instal Ied "by1f Irst sl ding-a-"face-plate -over the bol t- and onto
the flanged end of the bolt, and then pushing the bolt assembly by hand Into 
the hole until the face plate is tight against the rock at the hole collar.  
The bolt Is then secured by pumping water at high pressure through the 
pressure- I njectton'port-unti I -maxmumnexpanslon-takes -place- as- depicted in.  
the post-expansion cross section. When inflated, the bolt is forced tightly 
against the sides of the bolt hole. *No maintenance other than periodic 
inspection is necessary.
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INFLATABLE (SWELLEX) BOLT SET

The Inflatable bolt acts in the beam building mode of rock support. Forces 
due to differential rock movement along the length of the bolt are resisted 
by.:the -friction,.forces .(5). between the bolt.and-.hole wall created by the 
high pressure. expansion (4)..:Addtionalos 
near the collar of the'hole are resisted by the face plate (2) causing 
tension (6) in the bolt. Excess force of this type may cause buckling (1) 
of-the.face.plate.. .
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Bearing plate

Bolt t

Boft anchor

Threaded PC

Typical transverse sections

Initial shape Yielded shape

HELICAL BOLT SET

*�Parameters ... �.. .... , . -- .... ASTTestNo,*.Bolt ... Plate

Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.29 0.30 .30 

Young's Modulus (E) Part 10 
106 psi E-231 29-30 29-'30 29-30 

Coeff.•of..ThgrmalExp ,(a)..... Part 10 .....  
[(in/in)xl0-O 3F B-95 6.40 N/A N/A 

Yield Load (min) Part 10 16,000
lbf -.. -3/4!. ..... . ._.... .. . ....E -8 _........ .. 13,360 . ..N/A . . . 28, 000 . .  

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
lbf - 3/40 * E-8 23,380 N/A N/A 

Themal Conductivity (k) Part 41 
BTU/(HR * FT 9 *F) E-457 29.6 28.0 27.6 

@ 1220 F.  
*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 

Note: The values listed In this table have been determined from published test data and the 
authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications It Is strongly 
recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 
on'theoboIts to be -used:.-..::;
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Bolt

Bolt anchor

Threaded

Typical transverse sections

-. .......... Initial shape - - * Yielded shape

.. HELICAL.BOLT.SET 

The components of the helical bolt set are shown above. The helical bolt is 
threaded on one end and has a square bolt head on the other. The anchor 
assembly consists of-.-several-.1eaves-that.are-forced.radially outward when..-, 
the anchor plugfis drawn into the anchor assembly. The bail serves only to 
hold the anchor,-plug in place during installation. Theibolt is installed by 
first sliding a bearing plate onto the bolt head, then attaching the bolt 
anchor-to-the .threaded end-of...the~bolt. -The.bolt.assembly..is .then Inserted
into a bolt hole, ensuring that the bearing plate contacts the bolt hole 
collar. The bolt is then rotated, which forces the bolt anchor plug to 
expand the leaves against the sides of the bolt hole and thus secures the 
bear ngoplate.-to-the-rock.,o.ncrease.tn-bolt..tension.-iso.facilitated by 
periodic returquing. The.helical shape allows this bolt to provide yielding 
capability in the simplest manner.
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"HELICAL BOLT SET 

The helical bolt is used for the suspension mode of rock support. The bolt 
anchor, after torquing, acts through the compression and shear forces (7_and 
8)'.,at the-anchor point,j-coupled-withthe .resistance-(1) of the bolt head.to 
create tension (6) in the bolt. This provides a resisting force (4) from 
the bearing plate to oppose differential rock movement forces (5) at the 
rock face. The bolt head also acts (1 and 2) to hold the bearing plate 
fi mly Ain place.-The -hel i cal bol t-acts-as-a-coiled-spring,. resisting forces 
due to rock deflection by its spring force. This process continues until 
rock movement stops or the bolt is completely straightened, in which case 
the bearing plate may buckle (3) or the bolt may fail. The helical bolt 
allows-more-rock-deflectionýbefore,-reaching-the-tensileCstrength-of the bolt.  
steel than does a straight bolt of the same initial length. In suspension, 
the bolt anchor is secured into competent ground and supports rock slabs 
between the anchor and the face plate.
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Anchor

Coflr die

Tenusoning

BUREAU OF MINES - CONWAY YIELDING BOLT SET

.4, Parameters ASTM Test No.* Bolt Plate Anchor

Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.29 0.30 .30 

Young's Modulus (E) - Part .10 .-*--...  
10' psi E-231- 29-#30 29#30 29-30 

Coeff. of Thgrmal Exp (a) Part 10 
S[(in/ln)xO-lF ............... B-95 .. 6.40.... _N/A ..... N/A 

Yield Load (min) Part 10 16,000+ 

lbf - 3/4 E-8 13,360 N/A 28,000 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
lbf - 3/40 -E-8 23,380 N/A N/A 

-Thermal -Conductivity(k). --. Part-41---- --. -.  

BTU/(HR . FT OF) -E-457 29.6 28.0 27.6 
@ 1220 F 

.. 1980 Book-of-ASTM.-Standards ........... . ... ..  

Note: The values listed In this table have been determined from published test data and the 

authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications It Is strongly 
recommended that pull-out and load-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 

on the bolts to be used. -
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Bolt anchor

Bearing plate

Cap

Anchor

Collar body

BUREAUOF. MINES,.,.. CONWAY!YIELDING. BOLT SET 

ThA components of the Bureau of Mines - Conway yielding bolt set are shown 
above. When the bolt is manufactured, an externally-threaded tub.ular collar 
having .an..inside..-tapereddieat..one,,end js.,placedon.the bolt with a slight_.  
Interference fit before the bolt is threaded. Threads having a greater 
outside-diameter'than the nominal'bore diameter of thetdie, but less than 
the bore diameter of the-collar body, are then rolled on both ends of the 
bolt;-thus,r the collar-cannot slide past, the-threads... The bolt threads 
nearest to the collar die are termed yieldable threads and those at the 
other end of the bolt are termed anchor threads. The bolt anchor assembly 
consists of several leaves that.are forced radially outward when the anchor 
plug is.drawnint&othe.anchor.,assembly. jThebat1Iserves only. to hold the 
anchor plug in place during installation. The bolt is installed by first 
sliding the collar'toward'the-yleldable threads'until the collar die stops 
against the threads, then~attaching the tensioning nut to the collar threads 
and,.a-cap nut -tothe yieldable.Ithreads. .. A.bearing plate is then slid over 
the collar onto. the tensioning nut, and the bolt anchor- is attached 'to the'
anchor threads. The'boltassembly is then inserted into a bolt hole. The 
cap nut and bolt-are then-rotated,:which forces the bolt anchor plug to 
expand.theieaves-against-the s.ides._of thebolt hole, setting the anchor.  
The tensioning nut is then rotated, drawing the nut and bearihngplate to-th'" 
rock and tensioning the bolt, until the desired'torque.is obtained. The cap 
nut is then removed. 'Occasional re-torquing of the tensioning nut may be 
necessary .to.maintain~bolt-tension........ .
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" - BUREAU OF MINES - CONWAY YIELDING BOLT SET 

The Bureau of Mines - Conway bolt is used for the suspension mode of rock 
support. The bolt anchor, after torquing, acts through the compression and 
shear forces (9 and 10) at the anchor point, coupled with the resistance (1) 
of-the' tensioning-nut'to-create~tenston-(8)-in.the-bolt; -This provides a"
resisting force (4) at the bearing plate to oppose differential rock 
movement forces (5) at the rock face. The tensioning nut also acts (1 and 
2)•to hold the-bearing plate firmly in place. As forces (5) due to rock 
deflection"increase'tension-(8)-tn-the-bolt;'resistance(4) 'to movement of
the bearing plate, tensioning nut, and collar is overcome. The plate pushes 
(2) on the tensioning nut pulling the collar along the bolt causing the 
collar die to deform the yieldable threads. This process continues until 
either'rock-deflection-stops-or-thelcollar-die-reaches-the-"end'of the bolt;
A nearly constant tension is normally maintained in the bolt.

In'suspension, the bolt anchorfis secured into competent 
eock-slabs'between-the-anchor-and-the-bearing"plate..-.

ground and supports
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MEYPO-HEAD YIELDING BOLT SET 

Parameters ... ..... ASTMTestLNo.* Bolt Plate Anchor

Part 10 
Poisson's Ratio (v) E-132 0.29 0.30 N/A 

Young's Modulus (E) Part 10 
10' psi E-231 29-#30 29-#30 N/A 

Coeff. .of.Thnrmal,_Exp (a),_ .,.Part 10 
[(ln/in)x1O- 0]/JF B-95 . . 6940 .. .  

Yield Load (min) Part 10 30,000# 
E13 __P9,360 N/A 40,000 

Ultimate Tensile Load(min) Part 10 
IbV - 3/4H * E-8 23,380 N/A N/A 

Thermal Conductivity (k) .. Part 41 
BTU/(HR o FT 9 *F) E-457 29.6 28.0 N/A 

0 1220 F 

"*1980 Book of ASTM Standards 
Note: The values listed In this table have been determined from published test data and the 
authors cannot guarantee the accuracy of the results. For critical applications It Is strongly 
recommended that pull-out and Ioad-deformation characteristics be determined from field tests 
on the boItsto-be used.-!,,• .- - - _ . .... .- ... -.--..... . .. ..
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furrows

MEYPO-HEAD YIELDING BOLT SET 

The components of the Meypo-Head yielding bolt set are shown above. The 
bolt is constructed of rebar and has a standard bolt head on one end. The 
Meypo anchor head consists of a steel collar with four bullet-shaped anchor 
ptns 1nse rted "nto-hoIes- *n the--col ia-r,--The-bolt-can-be.anchored-by.either 
grout.or.mechanical anchor. In either case, the bolt is"Installed by first 
sliding the Meypo anchor head'and face plate onto the bolt and then insert
ing the grout cartridge and the assembly into the bolt hole to the desired 
depth and-rotating-to' either mix'°the-,grout-,or-secure a-mechanical-anchor.-.--...

After curing of the grout,*the anchor head and bearing plate are moved up 
against the hole collar to the location of the pre-fomed anchor dimples on 
the -bol t.-The-ancho r head "1s-locked--1n-positlon-by -pounding- the -pi ns- into-
the dimple indentations and then securing the pins with punch marks in the 
outer rim of the pin boreholes. The excess bolt extending out from the 
anchor head can be bent out'of the way. The cross sections shown depict the 
initial"installed positton;-partial-yield,-and "final -controlled -yield.  
position as well as the yield furrows made by the anchor pins. No maintena
nce other than occasional inspection isrequired for the grout anchor while 
periodic retorquing of the bolt may be required for a mechanical anchor.
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... ............. : ... .. MEYPO-HEAD-YIELDING BOLT-SET .. ....  

The 14eypo-Head bolt set acts in the suspension mode of rock support. The 
rock members along the length of .the bolt are supported by the anchor head 

*and-bearing,-plate-with-the shear-.forces,(7-and.8),of ,the.grout anchor.  
holding the bolt in the hole. As forces (5) due to rock deflections 
increase tension .(6) in the bolt, resistance (4) of the-face plate and 
anchor head to movement is overcome. The plate pushes (2) on the anchor 
head which slides.. on ..the bol t. ,and .the. anchor-.pi ns.,gouge.,(1),. furrows .along ..  
the side of the bolt. This process continues until either rock deflection 
*stops or the anchor head reaches the bolt head in which case some buckling 
(3) of the face plate may occur.
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APPENDIX 4 

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 

HIGH TEMPERATURE ROCK SUPPORT
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INTRODUCTION 

The permanent subsurface isolation of defense and civilian generated high

levelý-nuclear.-waste is-not-a.problem-unique to the-United-States. .. Many 

countries around the world are presently involved in developing storage 

facil-ities-.capable-of--accepting-.processed, nuclear-waste withinthe.next 20-40_.  

years. Although the proposed geologic.settings vary greatly, including 

evaporites,.-clays,,-and-granites,-.research.,programs.among the Involved .  

countries are quite similar. Generally, site specific subsurface research is 

required.and-commonly-incorporates-all-or-a-portion.of .the.-following fields-of 

..associated study: 

* Waste packaging 

..•- Excavation-techniques - " ...................  

•Handling and emplacement 

- -Rock -masscharacterization/response-methods 

* Plugging and sealing 

-.... •.Retrieval, methods............. .........  

A review of-the-various,-internationalhwaste-storage-programs.presently 

underway Indicates the requirement to demonstrate retrievability prior to 

first.wasteemplacement-Is.unique-to-.ýthe-,United.-States. .-..lmmediate.backfilling--.  

upon canister emplacement, coupled with no requirement to potentially retrieve 

at a.•future.date,.effectively-eliminates-the-need-to~support a-heated rock 

mass. Access entries can be sufficiently offset from storage rooms to limit 

maximum lIfetime-temperatures -toievels-controllable-with currently-,available..  

technology. As a result, no specific research related to rock support 

perfomancetin-elevated.--temperature.environments, with.-few-exceptions, has ..
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been conducted to date. The need for rock-support is, of course, site 

specific, and can, perhaps, be extrapolated from acquired In situ geotechnical 

data and laboratory and computer model studies forsimilar rock types.  

Waste Storage Programs 

In an attempt to determine the state-of-the-art for high temperature rock 

support, a review of past and current research programs underway at the 

various international sites was initiated. Projects investigated Included the 

following: 

(1) "Spent Fuel Test - Climax Mine 

.Nevada Test Site (granite) 

•(2) Nuclear Waste'Repository Simulation Experiments 

Asse Salt Mine 

Asse, Federal Republic of Germany (salt-potash) 

(3) Basalt Waste Isolation Project 

Rockwell-Hanford Operations 

Hanford, Washington (basalt) 

(4) Project Salt Vault 

Lyons, Kansas (salt) 

(5) Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation Test Site 

Colorado School of Mines Experimental Mine 

Idaho Springs, Colorado (granite) 

(6) Avery Island Salt Mine 

Avery Island, Louisiana (salt)
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(7) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

Carlsbad, New Mexico (salt) 

(8) Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program 

Underground Research Laboratory 

Pinawa, Manitoba (granite) 

(9) Stripa Iron Mine 

Orebro, Sweden (granite) 

*(10) Grimsel Rock Laboratory 

Lucerne, Switzerland (granite) 

*(11)Pasquasia Salt Mine 

Sicily (marly blue clay) 

*(12) Mol Nuclear Waste Storage Laboratory

Mol, Belgium 

*(13) Akenobe Mine

(clay)

Japan. (shal estein) 

*(14) Konrad Iron Mine 

Salzgitter, Federal Republic of Germany (iron ore)

Related Prolects

Several potential sources of related information not associated with nuclear 

waste isolation were also reviewed* They included: 

(1) Heated water and oil cavern storage projects; 

(2) Oil shale in situ retorts; 

*(3) Subsurface nuclear testing facilities; 

*(4) Solution mining projects; 

(Note: *Discussion regarding this subject is not included in the following 
.. .sectonsdue.-to- i nsuffi ci entA nformation.)..... .. ....

3
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(5), Deep mining operations; and 

(6) iExpert interviews with specialists In the fields of rock mechanics, 

... miningi--and-waste-isolation..---------- . .  

More detalled':discussions-of-the international1programs and projects are 

coupled with personal interviewsein'later sections.  

Specific Research 

With the exception of Project Salt Vault, no specific research regarding rock 

.stabilizationihas-been-conducted that-relates.,to-the-long-tem,.storage of .  

nuclear waste in geologic'repositories. Rock bolting is the most common form 

of-:support'-atthe-various-test-sites;-its-use-is-confined, -toýstabilizing local...  

anomalous zones or as a preventative measure In critical areas of the 

facility.- ....Heater-tests-have-concentrated~on-brine-migration, -rock- .  

degradation, and entry:deformation and have not been of sufficient duration to 

detemine-the-effects-of-prolonged-or-cyclic-heating--on.rock.mass-stability.-.

Heated rock tests in massive saltdeposits, the most deformable of the 

selected-host-media,--have -beengenerally-inconclusive-as-to-the-need for roof..  

support due to-slow heat transfer-to the peripheral rock mass and minor 

resultant defomations.--The-support-mechanics-of-bolts-and-associated 

stabilizing systems have not been evaluated, to date, under expected 

repository-conditions;-a-fact-reiterated-by-many-of-the.,most-knowledgeable........  

participants in the field of-nuclear-waste storage.  

As previously mentioned, aquantitative evaluation-of the contribution of rock 

bolts-to-roof-.stability-was performed-as-part--of-the -Project-Salt-Vault waste..
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isolation research effort. -,`Sponsored by the now defunct U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission, under contract with the Union Carbide Corporation, demonstration 

of -the.disposal..of. high-level. radioactive solids.2was.. successfully completed

during the project in an inactive salt mine owned by the Carey Salt Company 

near Lyons,-Kansas...The project-was-initiated in 1963,,with all.radioactivte ..  

operations completed by mid-1967. During the course of the demonstration, a 

shale-parting 2.ft-into-the -immediate-roof-dictated.-the use of.some form of,,,,,-,, 

roof support; especially in light of the anticipated accelerated room 

deformation.resulting from..theaintroduction of-.a.heat source. .As a result,.  

initial torque; retorque, roof sag, and bolt load data were recorded for full

boltW.instal artions7.t lnal 1 .of.6 the1test'.. rooms.- : Bradshaw*and'.McClain, both of_ • 

whom were primary contributors to the project Salt Vault research program, 

prodide an excellent, overview .of.Ltheirtbolting .:Investigation •(Bradshaw, R..G., 

and W. C. McClain, 1969, Roof-Bolt Test and Application in Supporting a Two

Foot-Thick Roof..Bed,IProceedings'JThitrdSymposium:on-Salt,.Case..Western ,. ..  

Reserve, Univ., Cleveland, OH, vol.*2, pp. 466-470).  

*In Project Salt Vault there was a 2-ft-thick bed of salt in 

..-..the.roof.,which was,-separated..from.,the salt above by-a shale 

parting. This bed was sagging at a rate of about 0.2 

-. .. n/year.-inthe-center'of-a:60-.iXA44-ft room... This. was.... .... ...  

normal and would have been of no concern except that it was 

.. pl anned -to ,pl ace heat. sources .. n the fl oor. .- Experi ence ......  

indicated that this might cause an order of magnitude 

--..-.. increase.in-the'sag.rate,.and..could.possibly.- cause a,. roof .-.  

fall.
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There was little available inf6i'riation concerning anchorage 

capacities which could be developed in rock salt.  

-......-.Therefore, ..a -test -was .made..wi th. 37_bol ts.,J nstal I ed on _4ft .  

centers in staggered rows in the center of the room. Using 

-.. a-special.-retorquing.procedure, ,an.average~load. of. about..

8000 lb/bolt was achieved, the roof was lifted about 0.08 
.-.-• in.,-.and..the-sag rate :wasreduced.to,.zero.,...  

. On -the .,basis -of-thi s test,, the- experimental- area .was o bolted 

using about.1600 bolts. When the heat was applied in the 

Sfloor;--the-anticipated-horizontal thrust-on the 'roof- bed .-.  

(which would have resulted in accelerated sag) took place, 

- . -and Athe bolts ..reached -loads. of-15 . to.20.. housand. pounds,..  

(four to five times the dead-weight load), but the bed was 

-,.--..prevented-from.any further...sag.-,.That.-the..anchors were-...-

capable of developing this amount of strength in salt is 

... postulatedo-.be..a...result..ofthe .retorquing .procedure-used..  

It should.be-noted -that.Bradshaw-and.McClain-did.not-consider-roof...sag .as the....  

direct result of thermally-induced creep. In-fact, the roof never became 

app ec i ably-heated.duritng -the-testing..The -sag was purportedly due to 

horizontal thrust caused by expanding pillars on either side of-the entry, 

which-in.turn..were.dr.iven.by-heave.and thermal -str ess development ..around the_._ 

canisters in the floor.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Although many.of .the expert .sougrces contacted were unaware of previous 

research related to high temperature rock stabilization, several 

recommendations were made regardng potential areas of rock support 

investigation prior to waste emplacement.  

.... (1) Although:.amajor!tY•yof the heat generated by the waste canisters will 

be confined to the emplacement rooms, thermally-induced stress 

changes maybe expected repository-wide. :Attention needs to be given 

to support'requirements in entries not directly thermally loaded, 
I 

.,• .,........especially_.those..prpvidin,h long-tem reposi•tory, acces....... . ..  

.• (2) Bolt~hole.response.characteristics for various materials should be 

quantified when subjected to various temperature gradients. This 

would alsoInclude analyses of mechanical and chemical bolt, 

anchor/resin, and host rock degradation.  

(3) While in situ heater tests have yet to generate high temperatures in 

the immediate roof rock, no evaluation of heat transfer to the roof 

through a conductive fill has been performed. The ability to support 

a filled emplacement room and subsequently remine the fill without 

damaging the support should be demonstrated.  

(4) Methods to develop and assess ground-reaction-curves for creeping 

materials need to be researched. The timed installation of support
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should incorporate consideration.of the are&i heat load, accelerated 

creep of the material- and degradation of the rock mass with time 

under unique repository conditions.  

(5) Extensive spalling of roof and ribs due to heated ventilation may 

present serious maintenance problems in waste storage room access 

entries and return airways. The effects of ventilation, exhibiting 

variable temperatur and humidity, on a rock mass subjected to equally 

variable conditions should be evaluated.  

-.. (6) From a long-term stability standpoint, the geometry and orientation 

of underground openings should be optimally designed to best 

withstand the Imposed-magnitude and orientation of expected stresses.  

(7) All potential support, systems should be evaluated with respect to 

coupled thermal-hydrologic-mechanical-chemical (THMC) processes 

occurring throughout the needed periods of room stability.  

Reviewingof the presented case histories and personal experiences, it becomes 

evident that little is known about high temperature rock support. It was the 

consensus of those contacted, however, that the 'need' for rock support must 

be established first. Countries outside the United States currently 

initiating waste storage programs typically do not require options be 

maintained for retrieval. Therefore, combined with the immediate emplacement 

of backfill, the -need for supporting 'excessively heated rock may be 

eliminated. In the U.S., -retrieval considerations and debate over the timing 

of backfill emplacement keep the support of heated rock a major repository

8
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operations issue yet to be resolved. WithAthis In mind, it may be prudent to 

begin evaluating potential repository support systems and environments prior 

to-site characterization.- ... ....

'Y
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RESEARCH:PROGRAMS

Avesta Hot ,Water Storage Project 
Avesta, Sweden . . . . . . . . . .  

'Asa '-re-isult-ofp-oli tie•l-cti •tbiard-ehdingSweden's"'dependence on...  

nuclear power by the year 2010, research is being conducted in Avesta to 

-" -•tei ffsib'- f 1t tfdof '•1 ng0:term heat-storage- in-water-411 led 

subsurface caverns. Although the Avesta cavern is primarily a research 

ioect ' ts• si Ze.-15,000 m'71s-sut tabl e for-short-tem -heat -storage "1n 

.-the district heating system. A much larger cavern, 100,000 ms, 

-,poteitia ly-capable-bf "the'•seasonal storage-of -heated water; Is bei ng.-..  

built in Uppsala. The underground storage of heated oil has been 

.. pract icednSweden-for niany 'years, p roviding -considerable experience"Jin-" 

cavern construction and operation. The heated water storage project at 

-ý- AvestaC'is-a-cooperative-effort*betWeen the"Swedish "Council for Building..  

Research, Swedish State Power Board, and the Research Council for Energy 
S... .Resources. • .. .... . ... . .. ........ .. .. .. . . ... .. ..  

--- The puirpose-of 'the'projectr•'is-to-obtain-design-criteria-for-rock-caverns-

in the "average' Swedish precambrian rock, concentrating on problems 

e c and 'thermally

induced geochemical issues (Q). -Beyond avoiding major zones of fractured 
-- 'ik",-t6- evh'excesivei eCaka-etand1-e-s-itr•-ed "grout1ing;"no-specialI *site

selection was attempted. -The cavern is presently set in a precambrian 

u0rthobonaljo'intihg *'btures -th'roUgh..t the

rock mass with a common spacing frequency of about 2 per meter. Borehole 

-... "waterp-ressure"tes;ts-showl-ttle1akage~toh- the joint-system; the-
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cavern rock mass is considered to'be'watertight. Situated 25 m below the 

rock surface (very little soil above the rock), the complete cavern 

....... measures--45m1ong,-18-m wide,--and-22-m high. -The cavern-location .--.-.  

is suitable regarding the stability of the roof of the rock cavern and 

-- .. also-for-obtaining- sufficient--counter-pressure-of groundwater to prevent 

boilingu(f). With water body .temperatures ranging from 40 to 1150C, rock 

-.. response-to-thermal --layering-and-corrosion -of system components due to-..

changing water chemistry become serious issues requiring research prior 

to-operation-start-up. .. . .................... ..  

'- -"'-Speci fi c-research ,regarding 'the-effects .-of.high •temperature-water on -rock 

support at Avesta has not been reported on. Approximately 280 cement

---. grouted,--one-inch-diameter-rebars,-4,m-long,-,were..placed..tn-the walls-of.  

the cavern as jointing dictated. In addition, 140 similarly Installed 4 

-'•:-m'bolts-and-.90,-2.4-m-bolts .were-installed-in-the.-roof.-.An-observation---

gallery was built to directly observe rock surfaces and support 

-----.performance -in-the-cavern..-,Although--no-ground-instabilities of any kind

have been noted in or around the cavern to date, it has been shown 

--.-- theoretically-that-.-. -. the -thermally.-Induced -stress -probably is a 
4
•t 

problem of less magnitude than the possible accumulation of deformation 

-*'--due-to-cyclic-temperature-1oading. 3 -(I).-.-However,-this-theory has not---

been thoroughly investigated in,situ.  

1. Bjurstrom, S., 3. Martua, G. Rehbinder, andK. Roshoff, 1983, Stability 
-of a Rock Opening.Subjectedto a-Pulsating Temperature, Proceedings, 5th 
International Congress on Rock Mechanics, Melbourne,_Australia, vol. 2, .. pp_. E173-_179_. • *
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Spent Fuel Test - Climax 
Nevada Test Site 

• As part of the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI), 

managed by the Nevada Operations Office of the Department of Energy (DOE), 

-. :11 spent-fuelassemlies~were ~laced 420 m below the surface In the 

Climax granitic stock at the'Nevada Test Site (NTS) between June, 1978, 

_jand May, 1980. Referred to as the Spent Fuel Test -Climax (SFT-C) 

,Project, personnel from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) 

.provided technical direction to investigate the feasibility of safe, 

reliable storage and retrieval of spent fuel from a commercial nuclear 

t"eactor. .  

_Ofparticular-interest to the study was the themomechanical +response of 

,,the rock mass to extensive areal.heating. Stress and deformation 

,measurements were collected throughout the heated test period and-were 

.found to compare well with the trends provided by computer-modeling.  

_Comparison of absolute values for stress changes and wall rock 

displacements was not possible, however, since measurements were not taken 

:7at the ti~me of r~oom•development. Although the displacements about the 

periphery of the canister storage room were very small, approximately 1-2 

nun,, the data was sufficient o.conclude that, in general, the granitic 

rock mass behaved thermoelastical1y. Exceptions did exist-in areas where 

__shear zones and faults occurred; 'deformations were greater and only 

partially recoverable '().  

Exploratory coring prior .to heater and canister storage room development 

.i-ndicated the rock was strong and that '... openings of at.*least 16 m2
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would remain open for a relativelyjlong period with minimal rock bolting 

as support" (2). Concern regarding the response of the surrounding rock 

mass to heating led to the decision to fully or partially bolt virtually 

the entire test area and support entries. Regular spalling, generated by 

excavation activities, required installation of wire mesh with all 

bolting. Conversations with Mr. Jessey Yow, task leader for SFT-C, LLNL, 

indicated that no roof control problems were experienced during the 

canister test period. He estimated that rock temperatures in the 

imnediate vicihity of ,the canisters increased by more than 600C, whereas 

entry temperatures did not rise by more than 300C. As a result, 

..:.thermally-induced spalling was. not considered.a viable explanation for 

localized roof and rib deterioration. No specific studies were conducted 

to evaluate rock support performance at elevated temperatures; therefore, 

the contribution of installed bolts to entry stability is not known.  

1. Butkovich, T. R., and W. C. Patrick, 1986, Thermomechanical Modeling of 

the Spent Fuel Test-Climax, Proceedings 27th U. S. Symposium on Rock 

"Mechanics, June 23-25, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala., Chapt.j .. •.  

129, pp. 898-905i " 

2. Patrick, W. C. and H. C. Mayr, 1981, Excavation and Drilling at a Spent-' 

Fuel Test Facility in Granitic Rock, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 

Livermore, CA, UCRL-53227,*October, 45 pp.  
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Nuclear Waste Repository Simulation Exper•iments 

Asse Salt Mine 

Asse, Federal Republic of Germany 

Brine migration tests were-initiated in May, 1983, at the Asse Salt 

Mine, Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), as part of a bilateral US/FRG 

agreement to cooperatively investigate the safe storage of high-level 

nuclear waste in geologic repositories. Funding for the U.S. program is 

provided by the Department of Energy (DOE) through the Office of Nuclear 

Waste Isolation/ Battelle Memorial Institute (ONWI/BMI). In the FRG, 

''r•the program Is!'funded by'!the Bundesministerium fur.:.lForschung und 

Technologie (BMFT) and is operated by the Institut fur Tieflagerung of 

. Gesellschaft fur.Strahlen -- und UUweltforschung (GSF-IFT). As stated, 

"... the primary objectives of the test are the observation of the 

effects of heat'andgamna radiation on brine migration, the types of 

gases produced in the boreholes, the temperature distribution, and the 

thermomechanical behavior of thesalt formation' (1). Four simulated 

canister emplacements, two employing actual radioactive sources, were 

installed in a single test room,-7.5 m high and 10 m wide, at the 800 m 

level between May and December of 1983. Formal testing during the 

operational phase was completed October 4, 1985; cool down and post-test 

activities began at-this time. Only the data collected during the first 

28 months has been published thus far.  

Although the main thrust of research concentrated on prediction and 
measurement 6f brine transport and accumulation, supplemental data 

regarding local room deformation.was collected throughout the
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operational phase. 'The canister,otests were designed to operate at a 

maximum salt temperature of 2100C, with a,3*C/cm temperature gradientat 

... the borehole wall ,, closely, app roximatlng. those conditions anti cipated 

for U.S. storage facilities. Complete horizontal, vertical, and 

_ longitudinal room closure and local rock mass displacement was monitored 

from the onset of room development. In general, room closure rates, 

-.... reaching equilibrium at 0.025 mm/day shortly after room development, 

nearly doubled once the canister heat sources were, located in the 

.......floor,,activated..Roof• andrib displacements were very small, on the 

order of several millimeters, with borehole extensometers Indicating 

._:.that most-.-efonnationoccurred in the rock mass niediately adjacent to 

the opening. Floor heave was significantly affected by the thermal 

.-- output of the canisters and surrounding heaters. Upwards of 90 mm of 

vertical heave was experienced over 838 days of heating (1). Although 

ro rock support was not requl red in the test room, the long-term effects of.  

continuous heating-on room stability have yet to be extrapolated from 

ý these,*short-te mtests.  

_.Mr. Tilmann Rothfuchs, Mine Project Manager, stated that no 

experimentation had been conducted-at Asse concerning the high 

.temperature performance of artificial rock support and that none was 

planned. Entry spalling was routinely managed by Nmechanically" 

... cleanng the roof and ribs every few years.- Bolting.is only used at 

Asse in high use/travel areas as a safety precaution. Federal Republic 

of waste storage procedures call for immediate backfilling, and 

apparently require no contingency' for retrieval, thereby precluding 

_ . 1ong-term room stab11 ity eval uati ons.
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1. Coyle, A. J., J. Eckert,-and H. Kalia, 1987, Brine Migration Test Report: 

-..... Asse.SaltMine, FedeEal Republic of Germany, Technical, Report, 

BM/ONWI-624, January 155 pp.

�4.
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Project Salt Vault 
Lyons, Kansas 

-... _Sponsored,.by -the ,U.S.._Atomi c.Energy.Commi ssi on, *under,-contract with the., 

Union Carbide Corporation, a demonstration of the disposal of high-level 

radioactive .solids.was -successful ly-completed-Jn,.an inactive salt mine 

owned by the Carey Salt Company near Lyons, Kansas. The demonstration 

spanned ..f.f ve years, .begi nni ng.1 n1963;..the.Ji rst. radioactivye..material.......  

was placed in the mine in late 1965, .with all radioactive operations 

...... completed-by..mid-1967..J-houghtfully_.dubbed_!.Project Salt Vault,_' the 

objective of the investigation was fourfold: 0(1)"to demonstrate the 

•.,,.,feastbi1.ttyo and safety•.of •tsposalof;_htgh.•evel.,radioactive soids in 

salt, (2) to design and demonstrate the equipment and techniques 

.. :..required..to-handle.packages-ofhigh-levelradioactive.so ids from pogint 

of production to the disposal location, (3).to determine the stability 

.of,,sal t .'under,,the J nfi uenceiofiiheatl:and_ radiati on,...and-,(4).to secure.....*

rock mechanics and thermal data which are needed for the design of an

-P-actual-dt sposal Jact 11 ty-. During ..the courseof t emonstrat1on,.  

the local geology dictated the use of some form of roof support; 

;..especial ly.tn1 ight of..the. anticipated .accel erated room .deformation 

resulting from the introduction of a heat source. As a result, initial 

S....-..torque,,.retorque, .-roof-; sag, .and. boltJ gad data _were_ recorded for fullh..  

bolt-installations inall of the test rooms. This study represents the 

S .-.... .onl y-exi sting quanti tative -anal ys1 s.rega rdJ ng.-the n .situ. performance-.of 

rock support subjected to potential repository conditions.  

Bradshaw and McClain, both of whom were primary contributors to the 

Project .Salt,.Vault..research program, provide- an excellent overview of
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their bolting investigation (2).:

... .In Proect-SaltVault:there -was -a.2-ft-thick bed-of-salt in 

the roof which was separated from the salt above by a shale 

-- s parttng.-Thts bed.was- sagging at .-a -rate -of..about.0.2 A n/year 

In thecenter of a 60-,X 44-ft room. This was normal and 

.- •---would -have ;been-of.-no -concern -except .that-it was planned to .  

place heat sources in the floor. Experience indicated that 

- . this -might cause ýan lorderof. magnitude Aincrease -In -the -sag 

rate, and could possibly cause a roof fall.  

*There was little available information concerning anchorage 

- ....---.capaci ties,-which -coul dbe,..devel oped ,n .rock .sal t....Therefore, a..., 

test was made with 37 bolts installed-on 4-ft centers in staggered 

.rows n the e of the room. using.a.spectal-reto uing, 

procedure,-an average load of about 8000 lb/bolt was achieved, the 

-. •...-r.o....roofwwas-li fted ;about 0.-08 An. .. and-the-sag .rate .was -reduced to..-,-..  

zero.  

On the basis of this test, the experimental area was bolted using 

about r,,1600 bolts. Whenhthe.. heat was..applied -n..the-floor, .the 

anticipated horizontal thrust on the roof bed (which would have 

*-~-.--...resulted-1in.-accelerated.;sag)'-took ,place,,.and..the.bolts .reached...  

loads of 15 to20 thousand pounds (four to five times the dead

.-.-.----. weight-load) , .butthe-bed-was prevented-from .any -.further. sag. That
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the anchors were capable oi _developing this amount of strength In 

salt Is postulated to be a result of the retorquing procedure 

-.... :-The,-retorqutng-procedure-was-qutte-slmple.-- A manually.operated torque ..  

wrench was employed to achieve torque values ranging between 125 to 175 

f t-lbs-upon-inittial-installation-of-the bolt.,.-The-following day they..

would be retorqued to values 15 to 25 ft-lbs greater than the original 

... -setting,,torque..-This-retorquinglaccounted,.'for.creep occurring around.....  

the bolt expansion anchor. Subsequent retorquing at later dates caused 

• the -anchor--to 'expand to-a .size-,somewhat larger-than.the bolt. hole, 

thereby further improving the bolt anchorage capacity. Although this 

.- *-mechanism.of..anchorage .remains0vunprovent..itt-s.a. fact.that...the anchors..  

. were capable of developing.-upwards of*20,000 lb load capacities, 

- -!-.- negative ..roof-sags,-and v4 rtual ly-zero .-sag -rates .,throughout -.the. heated..  

room test periods.  

It should be noted that roof sag was not the direct result of thermally

--...... nduced -creep. -- In -fact, .the-roof-never-became.,appreciably.heated during 

the testing. The sag was actually due to horizontal thrust caused by 

---.. ý,- expanding-pillars-on, either.-side.of-the..entry,...which.in iturn.were. driven 

by heave and thermal stress development around the canisters in the 

S-floor (2).--.Backft11ing.andteare'two.parametersthat.may ..  

significantly alter roof:loading mechanisms, and should be considered in 

future tests.-
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1. Empson, F. M.,'R. L.'.Bradshaw, W..CC. ?4cClain, and B. L. Houser, 1969, 
.Results of the"Operation of Project Salt Vault: A Demonstration of 
,Disposal of High Level Radioactive Solids in Salt, Proceedings, 
Third Symposium .on Salt, Case Western-Reserve Univ.,. Cleveland, OH, 

2. Bradshaw, R. G., and W. C. McClain, 1969, Roof-Bolt Test and Application 
... n .Supporýt1ngr aTwo-Foot-Thick. Roof Bed, Proceedings Third 

Symposium on Salt CasleWeStanRe•ere-, unW-CleVelahd,'"OH, ivol4 
2, pp. 466-470.
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Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation Test'Site 
Edgar Mine, Idaho Springs, Colorado 

The Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI) has sponsored various 

geotechnical research projects at the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) 

Experimental Mine,.the Edgar'Mine, located near Idaho Springs, Colorado, 

intermittently since the mid-1970's. Heated block tests have been used 

...... extensively to characterize the hydrologic-thermal-mechanical response 

of the Isolated rock mass to potential repository environments. The 

.•stated objectivewas. to determine ... the usefulness of large-scale 

field testing in site characterization for an underground nuclear waste 

• < :reposItory'-.(1).- •Testmethods,-'Including blockýpreparation and 

instrument selection, and specific procedures for data acquisition and 
. analysis.were-thoroughlyevalated duringthe~fieldtrials. At no time 

during the.Initial tests were temperature-elevated rock support studies 

Sconducted. Block, borehole, flat-jack grout,.and instrument epoxy 

degradation and failure were also not reported on. Detrimental effects 

. to these Items due to.thermal loading could not be substantiated through 

discussions with Mr. Mark Board (1).  

Ms. Leslie Sour, a CSM graduate student currently working with ONWI, 

-also noted that no studies:specifically related to rock support 

performance In high temperature environments are presently planned at 

"•the CSM-ONWI. cooperative ,test site.. - ._ 

1. lardin,:E.L,, M..D. Voegle,:rM. P.:Board, and H. R. Pratt,, 1985, 
"Developienti-Wfe eTsst see-sto-determine- In-Situ-Themomechanica1and 
Transport Properties, included in 'Measurement of Rock'Properties at 
Elevated Pressures and .Temperatures,' ASTM STP 869, H. J. Pincus and 
E. R. Hoskins, Ed.,,American'Society for TestingandýMaterials,
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Basalt Waste-Isolation Project 
Rockwel 1-Hanford Operations 
Hanford, Washington 

The Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP), Rockwell-Hanford Operations, 

research site is located near Hanford, Washington, in the south-central 

portion of the state. The reference repository location lies within the 

Pasco Basin, a topograph'ic depression in the Columbia Plateau and, more 

specifically, in the central-part of the Cold Creek syncline (1). The 

Cohassett basalt flow, part of the Grande Ronde Basalt, has been 

identified as the candidate horizon forthe repository. -Studies are 

currently being conducted at a research facility located several miles 

* from the proposed-repository site. *.The'facility consists of several 

exploratory drill holes to the underlying basalt and a near-surface (200 

- :!•depth)-research:laboratory for :in situ rock mass characterization 

studies. No-form of subsurfaceexploration has been attempted at the 

,,reference repository :site.,' The primary goal of projects encompassed 

within BWIP is to determine the suitability of basalt asla-viable waste 

--"-'t solatton host rock and to develop-the technology required to construct 

and operate a safe repository-at the chosen site.  

Interviews with Mr. Dennis Forsberg and Mr. Michael Olson, Rockwell site 

-engineers, revealed :that studies'concerning rock support have dealt only 

with market analyses of bolting systems. -No studies have evaluated 

elevated'.temperatures and rock support performance, however, work has been 

Initiated regarding~addittonal support requirements-for heated openings in 

basalt,* .
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Mr. Nick Barton,- Division #1 Director',Norwegian Geotechnical Institute 

(NGI), and Dr. Kun-Soo Kim, Principal Engineer, Rockwell-Hanford 

.-. Operations,. applied the.NGI U.Q..systemnof,.rock, quality .classification .to .  

the heated basalt environment and determined :the additional ground support 

--..required -to-maintain..openi|ng :stability.....Although .the. conceptual designs.._.  

formulated by these researchers have not been field tested, Dr. Kim noted 

-....-that .1aboratoryt Anvesti gati ons :iof...the .-proposed -support systems.-should S. J._ 

begin in 1988, with in situ testing following by 1990.  

1. Department of Energy, 1986, Environmental Assessment, Reference 
.... .Repository Location. ;Hanford Site, Washington, DOEIRW7O070, May, vol. 1, 

--chapter. 3
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Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company Operations ' 
Piceance Creek Basin 
Rifle, Colorado 

Prior to 1980, the Rio Blanco.0il Shale Company owned and operated an in 

-'situ'-retortýoperationi-tn-theýC-A-tract-of.:the-Piceance.Creek..Basin, near-

Rifle, Colorado. Mr. Howard Ernest, Mine Manager, stated that two 

-separate"underground .retorts-were-burned-during-.the-perlod-of-mine. .  

operation.. Access entries, Intersecting the periphery of the retort, were 

"supportedwith-6-ft-long.-split-set-bolts5--Steelmatting.was~used- to 

supplement the primary support system. Typically, the entries ranged from 
16-to:018 ftwideand10 •to 12 ft-htgh 'and were -used'•s exhaust drifts--

during retort burning.  

The first retort had no designed provisions for air conditioning, thereby 

-lallowing pxtremely-high-temperature-exhaust~gases-toýtnfiltrate the access

entries, resulting in numerous major roof falls. Although gas 

-- •emperatures-were-not -measured--Mr,-Ernest-recalled -that -roof -and--rib ......  

-spalling began between.AIndividual.-bolt installations and progressed until 
-- ,thesupports-no1onger contributed-to-entry-ground-stability. ..

-- •The-second-retort-incorporated-an-exhaust gas-quenching-system-that 

dramatically reduced the temperatureof the gases escaping through the 

-,access'.entries-Used-in-conjunctton-withthe-quenching-system, an- unnamed.  

.Insulating material-was applied to the roof,-ribs,and floor of the 

.-...entries-betweený.the~retort-and-quench-barriers,-•This-combination-of 

•'-?1tnsulatingýmaterials'ýand:-exhaust-gas-quenching-system..resulted-,in-an
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estimated access entry gas temperature of less than 2000F. Subsequently, 

.no further significant ground control problems were experienced.
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Avery Island Salt Mine 
Louisiana 

__ThbeAvery_!slandsalt mine, located off the coast of Louisiana, served as 

an investigative site for studies regarding the safe storage of high-level 

.. nuclear waste in domal salt. Research at the site was conducted by 

personnel from RE/SPEC Inc., Rapid City, SD, under a subcontract with the 

Off ice of Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI) as part of the National Waste 

Terminal Storage (NWTS) Program. The stated purpose of the Avery Island 

.. testing.,p!1ogra ... was to acquire a field data base to characterize the 

behavior of domal salt when subjected to aneemplaced heat source and to 

.p rovded.edata that can be used to verify'the numerical models used to 

predict repository performance (1). With this in mind, heater tests at 

A.... fveryIsland.were,-designed to compliment previous tests conducted for 

Project Salt Vault, located in a bedded salt formation near Lyons, Kansas.  

Three independent heater tests, employing electric heaters to simulate 

eýmplaced yastecanisters, yere. conducted continuously for over 1000 days.  

Temperature-distributions, heat fluxes, roof, rib, and floor 

*. ,dispilacements,_and local stresses were monitored throughout the test ....  

period. Dr. Leo VanSambeek,-of RE/SPEC Inc., noted that no evaluation of 
rock'supportperformance was attempted at Avery Island. The heater tests 

were simply not of sufficient wattage or duration to cause ground 

stability problems warranting artificial support. This fact.is supported 

by published data indicating a maximum roof-to-floor closure of 1.60 

-inches and pillar dilation of-1.15 inches occurred over the 1000 day test 

period immediately adjacent'to the heater Installations (1). Degradation 

.of the heater emplacement boreholes was not reported on.
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1.ý VanSambeek, L. L., R. G. Stickney, and K. B. DeJong, 1983, Avery Island., 
Heater Tests: M-easured Data for 1,000 Days of Heating, RE/SPEC Inc.,' 

.-..-.-prepared-,for.-Off1ce-Nuclear-Waste .Isolatlonf, .Battelle.-Memor.a1........  
Institute, Columbus, OH,* ONWI-190(5). October, 127-pp.
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Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Carlsbad,- New Mexico 

""..The WasteIsolation-Pilot;Plant'-(WIPP)-,--located .near-.Carlsbad,, New Mexico,.

was developed by the Department-of Energy (DOE) to demonstrate transuranic 

-- :waste (TRU)-disposal -and-in-situ-emplacement, -,testing, ,and retrieval of--.  

high-level waste in bedded salt. Sitting 2150 ft (660 m) below the 

-;.surface. in :the Salado-evaporite -formation,•the- underground.-workings are....  

divided into two primary areas: to the north of the shaft station is the 

-':--:high-1 evel -waste-experilmental- area -and -to -the south are :storage rooms..for

the permanent disposal of TRU waste. The primary interest of the WIPP 

--•facility.ls-the-.long-term storage of-various :waste ,forms..generated by.U.S..  

defense programs.  

As part of the WIPP Research and Development Program, conducted by 

.personnel "'of .Sandia-National-,LaboratoriesA-(SNL) ---extensi ve --Investigations• 

are in progress to determine the behavior of salt subjected to operating 

"--irepository conditi ons.-Mr. Daryl :Munson;•SNLra-major ,,contributor to:-the 

development.of the WIPP high-level waste research program, states that the 

"--:?:3facility-has-experiencedf-ew,--isolated -roof-related-problems-and remains -

largely unsupported. Roof bolting, though probably unnecessary, is 

.,perforeed"only in areas-where-roomstability-is-critical.----He 'also noted 

that studies of roof support:performance at high temperatures have not 

-bee nconducted-and-are'"not-antici pated-in-thefuture.. --- .. ' ..  

'-IAl though "high :temperature-tests-,have-not - been -conducted - preliminary 

analyses of premature bolt failures at the WIPP have been reported (1).  

S .....:Laboratory:,tests-onplain carbon -steel-rock'•bolts were conducted in
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simulated WIPP environments to help'-deteemine the failure mode 

characteristics being experienced at the site. Sustained-load tensile and 

-- 'simple"uniaxial-tens 5on tests-jiere -usedto-determine.,the.effects a salt"-, 

environment had on the Installed bolts. Loss of ductility through 

S...-#embrittlement- by .hydrogen- absorption was -found.-to-be..-the .main contributor.  

to bolt material failure. Three recommendations were cited: 

1. Remove cold-worked region from around the rock bolt threads.  

2. Apply a protective coating to the bolt prior to installation.  

3. Use a "wet' joint (grease or uncured coating) during final 

-- •L* •t-i nstal.1 ati on ;:ofthe .bol t-plate -and nut.. ...... . ....  

Thesemeasu res. wll 1hel~p .to omitigate! environmental -effects, .however, long

term performance improvements have yet to be demonstrated.  

1. Lucas, J. P., 1984, Analysis-of Rock Bolt Material Failures at the WIPP 
Site,.Sandia"Report`SAND 84-0224, NTIS-A03, September, 42 pp.
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Canadian Nuclear Fuel Wastel Management Program 
Pinawa, Manitoba 

Limited resourcesfor geoscience research and a concentration of nuclear 

power development in the Province of Ontario have directed research 

,.efforts,.under the .Canadian.Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program, toward 

evaluating the potential for.-long-term waste storage in the plutonic 

_-Igneous rocks of the Canadian shield. Subsurface investigations are 

presently being conducted at the Underground Research Laboratory (URL), 

-Pinawa, Manitoba, under the direction of the Whiteshell .Nuclear Research 

Establishment (WNRE), Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECC). Of primary 

-- Ainterest to researchers, atthe URL are techniques for large-scale rock.  

mass characterization, radionuclide migration mechanisms, thermal effects 

.. n rock mass, properties, and potential waste/host rock geochemical 

Interactions.  

Mr. Peter Baumgartner, Mining Engineer-and Section Head, WNRE, stated that 

the Canadian approach to waste isolation calls for immediate backfilling 

of a canister storage room following the emplacement of waste. Canadian 

';,law does not provide for canister retrieval at future dates, and, 

therefore, research regarding elevated temperature effects on roof support 

is not~planned. The URL is. situated in a very competent granitic stock1 

and employsa refined smooth-wall blasting technique for drift 

)development. o No roof support.has been required.to date.
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Stripa Mine 2: 
Orebro, Sweden 

-*--The.Str pa-Mtne',-1ocated..tn .amasstve .granIte-near.Orebto.,_$ Seden, is _the 

site of a Swedish-American cooperative research program dedicated to 

..- 4.investigating-geomechanical, .geophysical ,.hydrological, ..geochemical, and 

structural phenomena which may occur during the development and operation 

--..- of-a.nuclear. waste repository-tn"a .1arge.-crystalIine rock mass. The 

Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Company. (SKBF) and the Lawrence Berkeley 

..... Laboratory(LBL)-began -the joint :venture. in -July, 1977, •with, research jn...., 

various areas of rock mass characterization continuing today.  

Dr. Neville G. W. Cook, a professor at the University of California

-. *8erkeley,,,and.P•.rncipal -Investigator at ,the.StripaMine, .commented that 

-although extensive research haslbeen conducted at Stripato determine the 

• .-.. response of,,.the -rock..mass/to.h gh 1loads and elevated .temperatures,, no 

investigations have been performed specifically characterizing roof 

,....support~perfoamancein aheated. envi ronment.__He al so.noted that roof-....  

control problems have not occurred during extensive in situ heater tests, 

_..ef.fectively.el imlinating -the, need tot jnvesti gate. roof._upport requ!irements.  

Dr. Cook has also published related findings concerning the effects of 

_.tintense...Jointing .at.$Ster.ipa-on..entry.deformati onin. e.evated temperature 

environments (). mThermally-induced displacements proved to be less than 

-.. those •pred i cted -fo r-A ntact ' rock based •on -the 'theory _of. thermoe. asti ci ty.  

It was felt that? jointing was responsible for the reduced total strain 

-.. measured...Dr.. Cookgoes.-on •to state,-W itht nregions ofthermally induced 

compressive strain part of this strain is taken up by closure of the joint 

. .- so.-4that,.the-magnitudes-of.,the'thermally-induced-compressltve..stresses are
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diminished,...'. A-reduction in stress due to joint deformation is a 

favorable characteristic of a rock mass subjected to elevated temperatures 

in terms of retaining ground stability.  

Although entry deterioration'.did'not occur during the Stripa Mine heater 

experiments, severe canister- borehole spa11ing occurred about the full

length periphery of an emplaced 5.0 KW full-scale heater (_). Initial 

spalling began at the heater midplane, accompanied by increases in 

canister skin temperatures of100. to 300C, owing to an opposition to heat 

transfer to the borehole wall due to the accumulation of rock chips in the 

* .. annulus. .Progressive spa11ing continued, eventuallyratising the canister 

temperature nearly 1006C. Rock wall temperatures were estimated to range 

.from 3000 to 350°C.% The occurrence of excessive spalling obviously 

*.effects the ability to safely retrieve waste canisters at future dates.  

1. Cook, N. G. W., 1983, Effects of Joints on Thermally Induced Displacement 

and.Stresses, Proceedings 24th U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, June, 
.Texas.A&MUniversity,, College-Station, TX, pp. 303-307.  

2. Witherspoon, P.'A., N. G. W. Cook,:and J. E. Gale, 1980, Progress With 
Field Investigations-at-Stripa,, Swedish-American;Cooperative Program 

.. on Radioactive Waste Storage.In*Mined Caverns in Crystalline Rock, 
--Technical �InformationReport-No.-27 --February;-DOE-Contract No.  

W-7405-ENG-48, NTIS-A04.
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SPECIALIST INTERVIEWS 

Dr. John F. Abel 
Professor of Mining Engineering 
Department-of-Mining-Engi nee rif ng ................. ..............  
Colorado School of Mines 

Dr. Abel notes that Stearns-Roger developed conceptual designs of 

repository layouts for all original.Department of Energy test sites. The 

designs did not'include detailed. references regarding engineering response

to roof control in heated environment. The reports only provided cost

estimates,"based onsupporttinstallation patterns, bolt length, anchor 

type, etc., for conventional bolting practices.

t-. .
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Dr. Tor L. Brekke ýý5s -,; ; 
Professor of Geological Engineering 
Department of Civil Engineering 
University of California at Berkeley 

Dr. Brekke"Ihas no personal eixperienF e -relatied to-the- performance of roof..  

support systems subjected to high temperatures. He was, however, a 

torticof igpatodstabi11 ty probl ems associated with-, 

underground warm oil storage caverns in Sweden. Apparently, high thermal 

stresses, resulting fromsteam pthecaverns,'were 

responsible for severe collapse problems. The investigations were 

perfoid for Sthe-Sweddishi I itireytrateg ic tmi neral s pogram --'the,- resul ts" 

of which are not presently available for inspection.

� � .- -�***-** **�.
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Dr. N. Y. Chang 
Professor 
Department of Civil Engineering 
University of Colorado at Denver 

Dr. Chang has done extensive work on the behavior of oil shale subjected 

"to high _ -temperatures; however, these analyses did not inciude evaluations 

of the behavior of mine support systems subjected to high temperatures.  

Dr. Chang has also worked extensively in the area of earthquake analyses 

"and material response to-earthquake action. When designingan undergrounn 

repository, he believes that it will be-very important to not only.  

investigate the'dynamic behavior of rock at high temperatures, but also 'to 

-evaluate material response to earthquake action and determine the 

relationships between earthquake dynamics and high temperature rock 

,dynamics. The relatively brief, Intense shockwaves produced by an 

eart'hquake may damage or destroy the integrity of an entry and 

accompanying roof support system. Therefore,• it is crucial to investigate 

the dynamic response of the'rock and applied support system to formulate .  

Smitigating measures that will ensure the stability of-the repository.  

For a repository located within a salt horizon, Dr. Chang feels that the 

igeometry of the' openings wi11 play a critical role in entry stability.  

The use of arched.versus rectangular openings will help'to minimize the 

•letrirmental effects of accelerated creep accompanying increasing 

temperatures.
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Dr. Yoginder P. Chugh 
Chairman, Department of Mining Engineering
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale 

-- Dr.-Chugh-states-that.-in-deep-underground-mines~where rock temperatures...  

can exceed 1450F, thermal spalling Is the primary form of rock failure.  

.-As the-rock-mass:is-mined-andventilated the~rock is sufficiently cooled.  

to cause thermal contraction around the entry periphery, resulting in 

-- localized rock failure. .Under-.such-conditions,-the problem of thermal 

spalling has been counteracted using steel sets with woodenlagging; a 

rigid-supportrsystem that-allows..for minor-yielding-during .initial support 

loading.  

Dr. Chugh also notes that elevated temperatures, such as those expected in 

""-...•repository-.environment, ,will significantly-alter.the behavior and 

material -properties of the rock being supported. Specifically, the 

r-modulus.;of -elasticity,, E, -.wi I1 :decrease and.Poisson's ratio,-.v, will 

increase, indicating an apparent softening of the material. The effects 

-tOf.structural.-discontinuitiesCn-the-rock will be diminished.as a result 

of thermal expansion. Loads on any type of support system used in a 

.... k;repository-environmentwit11.i.tncrease,.at a-greater rate due.to temperature-, 

induced creep acceleration. Temperature-induced creep will initiate at 

'low-absolute and~dtfferentialstress-values andresultin greater. total....  

creep displacements. Non-linear, inelastic behavior will dominate both 

.-:physical-properties-and geometH c-aspects -of. -the rock mass, complicating 

related time-dependent analyses. Anisotropic behavior of the rock mass 

.. --llbe -affectedto varying-degrees-depending-on-the 'orientation of 

loading to the anisotropic plane.
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Simply bolting the rock in a repository will-not sufficiently protect 

entries from spalling. Increasing temperatures within the repository will 

....continual ly .alter-the. physical-.characteristics of the rock mass; spalling 

due to thermal expansion will occur as long as temperature gradients are 

-...changing. A.partial.-solution is to incorporate screen, straps, or pans 

with the bolts to minimize spalling. Circular openings will help to 

minimize. creep rates. ......  

._:Dr. .Chugh also _,recommends. that since confining stress reduces creep, roof 

support should probably be added soon after mining. However, ground 

.~reactton..cu'ves,used for roof jsupport selection, should be developed to 

determine optimum timing of support installation.

------. ..  

*
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Dr. Richard Goodman 
Professor of Geological Engineering 
Department of Civil Engineering 
University of California at Berkeley 

Although Dr. Goodman has not personally investigated temperature effects 

on roof support performance, he was involved in a consulting project in 

San Francisco that examined the characteristics of a railway tunnel 

subjected to a fire. The periphery of the tunnel, located in a serpentine 

deposit, had lost all load-carrying capability due to temperature-induced 

dehydration. Dr. Goodman could not provide details of the investigation, 

but he noted that it may be of relative importance to evaluate the 

dehydration characteristics of any material used to host a nuclear waste 

repository.
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Mr. Richard Hine 
Celtite, Inc.  
Grand Junction, Colorado 

Mr. Hine obtained experience with rock bolting in high temperature retort 

environments at-the Occidental Oil Shale Project, located .near Meeker, 

Colorado. Resin-grouted bolts were installed in the immediate entries 

around the Occidental retort. During retorting, the air temperatures in 

the entries exceeded 20000F. Examination of the bolts on completion of 

the retort burn revealed that the resin remained intact five to six inches 

past the exposed plate end of the bolts. Apparently, the resin near the 

plates had melted due to excessive heat. Mr. Hine emphasized that the oil 

shale probably acted as a tremendously large heat sink and rapidly 

dissipated the extreme heat from the entries as It progressed through the 

"shale. Therefore, the behavior of rock bolts exposed to blast heating may 

be far different from that of a bolt subjected to a more uniformly heated 

rock mass.
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Dr. Earl R. Hoskins 
Professor and-Head of Department of Geophysics 
Texas A & M University 

Dr. Hoskins noted temperature-related ground support problems being 

experienced at the Mount Isa Mine in Australia. Sulfide reactions 

occurring in the rock generate wall rock temperatures of up to 1500F.  

Ground stability problems, apparently due to thermal spalling and 

decreased.rock integrity, have forced'mine operators to switch from 

stoping methods to block caving. He was unable to provide additional 

details regarding these problems and has had no other personal experience 

concerning-the effects-of elevated temperature on roof.,support.
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Dr. William Pariseau 
Professor 
Department of Mining Engineering 
University of Utah 

The only roof support systems used in heated underground environments that 

--Dr. Pariseau-is-aware-of-are-In-mines-such-as the Burgin-No. .2-silver .  

mine, Sunshine Mining Co., Dividend, Utah, where rock temperatures can 

.- exceed-1250-F.--.To-his-knowledge,--roof-support does-not appear to be 

affected by the higher temperatures.  

Dr. Pariseau stated that the use of point-anchored roof bolts may, 

however,- be-ineffective -in aA.heated-reposItory,,.environment. Bolt holes.....  

may actually expand in an elastic material due to Increasing temperature, 

--- thereby-rendering-a-bolt-anchor-useless, especially if the-bolt is secured 

in a relatively cool rock mass and is then subject to a large, increasing 

*-I-temperature gradient.=---This may.also-hold-.true -for- resin-grouted bolts;, 

cured resins have low tensile strengths and may not withstand significant 

-holeexpansion*........ -... ......  

S.....-.. For-inelastic-materials-such-as-salt,.-abolt-hole.may expand-upon-heating, 

however, the accelerated creep would tend to close the hole; the net 

* ...effect-being-a-relatively:unchanged-hole-diameter.--This in no way 

implies, however, that salt is the best material for bolting in a 

---.repository-environment.--,Excessive-creep in-salt may-render rock-anchored 

support systems Ineffective.  
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Mr. Thomas Peeso 
General Manager, Western Division 
Celtite, Inc.  
Grand Junction, Colorado 

Mr. Peeso stated that temperature effects on the performance of roof bolts 

.. installed'with~polyester resin'have been investigated by-several 

organizations. First, an article written by R. L. W. Beveridge noted that 

*polyester'resingrouts provide-superior resistance to deformation in high 

temperature applications.' When compared to epoxy resin grouts, polyester 

'resins-remained.-dimensionally-stable-to-4500F,-.whereas-epoxy resins 

became dimensionally unstable above temperatures ranging from 2000 to 2500 

"--Ft.'The-article-;lndicated'ithat-polyester resints-ai'more viable grout, 

material in an elevated temperature environment, such as that expected in 

•ia nuclear waste' repository.- .....  

"'•-A second study-reporting-the'variation.of-polyester-resin'with increasing 

temperature, performed by personnel of Celtite (Selfix) Ltd., Derby, 

-- •England;-1'ndicatedthat-reductions--in strength of polyester resin-anchors 

subjected to temperatures up to 800C were considered insignificant.  

"---rHowever;-reference-,strength'data-att12OC-revealed a 47,percent strength 

loss over that reported at 800C. Additional tests of polyester resin 

..anchors-subjected-to-'fires-indicated-that-burning-occurred-only at the 

exposed surface of the resin at the collar of the hole. As a result, *the 

,-•,charred ,composition-resulting-from -this burning-provided-an ablative 

coating to the bulk of the resin, effectively protecting the resin from 

S .... further'combustion;,I*SItwas-concluded~by Celtite,-Englandi . . . in-a 

fire situation the proximal end of the anchor is in a sense sacrificial, 

'Beveridge, R. L. W. Resin Anchors. Civil Engineering, Aug. 1986
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and that the load is carried by a-sufficient length of anchor at the 

distal end which is at or below 806C.  

The results from tests performed by personnel at the Fosroc Construction 

... Chemicals,. Ltd.,..Research :Laboratory,.Englands, indicated that one 

particular mix of polyester resin anchor grout was so temperature 

.... independent -that.bolt-fallure-actually.preceded..resin degradation at high 

temperatures. The resin anchored bolts evaluated remained competent to 

.temperature.extremes:of.,310.,-to 440C,...with. shear load tests.having 

Indicated bolt failure prior to-failure of the resin. Fosroc safety 

•' tandards:-.'state -.that',for. a.'similartpolyesterjresinigrout .studied, the 

pull-out performance was considered adequate for conditions under 1000C, 

.and _that :.the:pull-out .resstanceofthe. grout would remain significant to 

200°C.  

. 2 Haigh,-,.. G..,_ FOSROC Research..Laboratory.. Report, unpubl ished, date 
unknown.
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Mr. Jean-Francois Raffoux & 
Mining Engineer 
Deputy Director of Mining and Safety Research 
CERCHAR 
Vernevi l-en-Halatte, ...France....  

According to Mr. Raffoux, CERCHAR personnel have performed and are 

currently performing studies, in cooperation with the French Waste 

Isolation Project, Involving underground heater tests and opening 

deformation characterizations. Although no studies regarding the effects 

of temperature on support system performance have been condftted to date, 

roof bolt resin setting times versus temperature were investigated at 

CERCHAR. several years ago. Results of this work could not be located 

prior to release of this document.  

1.
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Dr. Miklos Salamon 
Department Head 
Department of Mining Engineering 
Colorado School of Mines 

Dr. Salamon has 23 years of South African deep mine experience, and has 

seen no investigations specifically evaluating temperature effects on roof 

support systems. He is aware of studies documenting thermal stresses as 

possible contributing factors to rib and back spal1ing in deep stopes, and 

estimates there are no significant detrimental effects on conventional 

rock bolts when subjected to rock temperatures reaching i5oF. However, 

he adds that temperature fluctuations may result in.a loss of bolt tension 

at lower temperatures. He has had no experience with the behavior of! 

rock support when subjected to temperatures expected in a nuclear waste 

repository environment.  

Dr. Salamon comments that temperatures in rock types with which he is 

familiar, such as quartzite, lava flows, and extremely competent shales, 

may range from 400 to 650C prior to mining. Excavation and ventilation 

may reduce exposed rock temperatures to 250 to 300C. Cyclic ventilation 

not only affects thermal stresses in the opening periphery, but also 

promotes wetting and drying processes. Mitigating the effects of 

ventilation in a .repository w11i be most difficult in highly fractured or 

inelastic ground.  
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Dr. Shosel Serata 
President, Serata Geomechanics, Inc.  
Richmond, California 

Dr. Serata has researched a quantitative approach to stabilizing 

.....underground mine-openings'by-designing-the geometry.and -timing of 

underground excavations to allow formation of stress envelopes surrounding 

-•the openi ngs. -In this-approach,stress- concentrations are relocated away 

from multiple-entry boundaries, resulting in more stable entry systems 

--. -requiring--less-artificial.-support-and-remaining-functional- much longer...  

than Oconventional" openings. He asserts that this method of stress 

-,,•controli...ts-appllc'able..to-all-three-proposed-repository-rock types.  

--.- Dr;r-vSerata--cautions "that while -the--stress-control ,method .-of-permanent.-roof 

,,support Is effective, conventional roof support systems could enhance 

--- permanent-roof :support-and-contr01--minor-spalling resulting from increased 

temperatures.
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Dr. Knostanty F. Unrug 
Professor 
Department of Mining Engineering 
University of Kentucky 

Dr. Unrug states that, to the best of his knowledge, no documented 

research has been performed in the area of temperature effects on roof 

support system performance.  

From his personal experience in "hot" European mines, where steel arches 

are the predominant means of entry support and air conditioning is used to 

maintain relatively cool temperatures and a workable environment, he 

recalls mining personnel gave no consideration to adverse temperature 

effects on roof support.  

Dr. Unrug anticipates that the expected high repository temperatures will 

-contribute greatly'to poor ground conditions. He supports research 

concerning alternatives to using excessive roof support. The use of 

ventilation and heat exchange technology to limit rock temperature 

thresholds throughout the repository operations period is an area of 

research deserving more attention.
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Mr. William G. Wood 
Vice President and Director of Safety and Industrial Hygene 
Magma Mine 
Superior, Arizona 

Mr. Wood stated that although the Magma mine is experiencing roof control 

-probmsi,"thsise probi eins have et' to be'-d1 rectly -rel ated "to elevated 

temperatures in the mine. Thecopper ore and matrix rock is highly 

-"fýicturý'-ind a 'succeptable-to-simple gravity.•initiated spal ling.  

However, the rate of spalling may be accelerated due to a thermal 
....differeinatia'lithe rOck-oopeningfinterface.--As, the mine is ventilated, .  

the rock may be sufficiently cooled to contract, thereby reducing 

"f rictioba-stabi it4ywithin'fracture'zones; -However, this hypothesis has

not been investigated, and thus it cannot be concluded that the elevated 

.. mperatbire-of the'-rock contributes- toground~'control problems in the 

mine. The virgin rock temperature was not specified.
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Several well-noted researchers in the fields of geomechanics and underground 

excavation were consulted in addition to those already referenced. Although 

they were unaware of past, current, or planned investigations directly 

.addressing the effects of elevated temperature on rock support system 

performance, each recognized .the complexity of the problem and recommended 

that research commence immediately as the results will directly impact the 

safe day-to-day operation of the repository.  

Those interviewed include: 

Dr.. Bernard Amadet 
Ass istant"-Professor r . .  
Department of Civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering 
University of Colorado 
DrZ~~in awskil 

Professor and Director of Mining and Mineral Resources Research Institute 
Pennsylvania State University" 

Mr; *4arkBoard " ..............  
ITASCA Consulting Group 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dr;"Jaak "D aemen -.... ....... . ..... • ......... ........ .... .... . " 

Associate Professor 
Department of.Mining and Geological !Engineerlng 
University .of Arizona 

Dr. Charles Fairhurst 
Department Head 
Department of Civil and Mineral Engineering 
University-of n 

Dr. Ian W. Farmer 
Professor 
Department'of'Mining-and"Geological-Engineerlng ... . ..  

University of Arizona 

Dr. Zbigniew Hladysz 
Assoitate-Professor 
Department of Mining Engineering 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 
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Dr. William F. Kane 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Civil Engineering 
University of Tennessee 

Dr. Mchael Karmis 
Professor of Mining Engineering 
Department of Mining and Minerals Engineering 
Virginia- Polytechnical'.lnstitute .  

Dr. Louis Panek 
Senior. Staff Engineer (Retired) 
U. .S...Bureau-of.. Mines, .,.......... ... . ..  

Dr. Duk-Won Park 
Associate Professor 
Department- of..Mi neral.Engi neer ng. • ...  

University of Alabama 

Dr. Syd S. Peng 
S professor.and.Chairman. .... -, 
Department of Mining. Engineering 
West-Virginia University 

Dr,-E,..-TI ncelIt . ...... ... .. .. . .... .  
Ecole des'Mines des Paris 
Paris, France 

Dr.-Wolfgang.Wawersik. ........  
Supervisor, Geomechanics Division #1542 
Sandia National Laboratories 
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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APPENDIX 5 

GEOLOGY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PALO DURO SALT 

MEMBER REPOSITORY HOST ROCK
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General Considerations for Salt ,

A candidate site has been identified in the Palo Duro Basin, which is part of 

the Permian Basin in Deaf Smith County (Figure 1). The hydrostratigraphic and 

stratigraphic units are shown in figure 2. The salt horizon of interest is in 

the Lower San Andres Unit 4, a part of the San Andres/Blaine formation. Since 

the salt is interbedded, a desirable bed has been defined as one In which the 

interbeds are less than 10 feet thick and the cumulative thickness of the 

interbeds is less than 15 percent of the total bed thickness. In the area of 

the Deaf Smith County site, a potential repository bed exists at a depth of 

about 2550 feet deep and'Is 150 feetthick, with a halite content of 

approximately 90 percent by volume. The Lower San Andres contains numerous 

discrete argillaceous and carbonaceous interbeds and as many lesser halite 

beds containing a high percentage of impurities. The interbeds are 0.3 to 2.0 

inches thick. The spacing of the interbeds ranges from 1 inch to 11 feet.  

Additionally, the lithologic continuity of the halite beds is sometimes 

interrupted by zones of chaotic mixing of salt and nonsalt interbeds.  

The Lower San Andres evaporites were deposited at the beginning of late 

Permian time, about 250 million years ago. Except for regional uplift, the 

beds.have experienced practically no deformation at the Palo Duro location 

since deposition. There is no conclusive evidence that Quaternary tectonism 

affected the sites. Infrequent earthquakes with magnitudes of less than 5 

have-,occurred in the region, but estimates of maximum earthquakes imply upper 

bounds for free-field ground surface accelerations to be about 0.2 g at the 

site (6).
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An important consideration in the salt site-is the potential for dissolution.  

Active dissolution occurs about 19 miles from the Deaf Smith site. Geologic 

studies to date do not disclose any active dissolution near the site, nor is 

site encroachment likely from the known dissolution areas (6).  

Three hydrostratigraphic units have been Identified in the Deaf Smith study 

area (Figure 2). The upper fresh water flow system consists mainly of 

sedimentary rocks and is approximately 2000 feet thick at the candidate site.  

Upper unit rocks are generally fine-grained sandstones and interbedded 

siltstone. The middle unit consists of shales, carbonate rocks, and 

evaporites'and is more than 50 percent halite. The host rock (salt) lies 

within the middle unit. The lower unit consists mainly of limestone 

interbedded with mudstone, siltstone, and sandstone in the upper parts (6).  

The sandstone formations of the upper unit can be considered local aquifers, 

though yields seldom exceed several gallons per minute. The water quality 

deteriorates with depth, and only the upper parts of the unit contain potable 

water. In the area of the site the upper unit is recharged by precipitation 

and influent streams. However, this information has not been quantified to 

date.  

In situ and laboratory tests of a salt section obtained from a borehole 

indicate a hydraulic conductivity of less than I X 10-12 m/sec. The computed 

travel time through this low-permeability evaporite section is 120,000 years.
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Interbeds, consisting of mud or shale, within the salt member have a hydraulic 

conductivity of about 3 x 10-10 m/sec or less (11). The hydraulic 

conductivity of the deep-basin limestone was calculated to be approximately 2 

X 1O'7 m/sec. However, interbeds similar to these in the middle unit 

represent alternate pathways.  

Mechanical"Properties of Salt 

The constitutive behavior of the geologic media at the potential repository 

location is an important parameter to be evaluated, especially the repository 

:.horizon material-salt.:;For.this!investigation, the Lower San Andres Unit salt 

is assumed to be the host medium. The literature contains parameter values in 

the 1xponential-time constitutive law.for the salt as well as I1near and 

nonlinear failure envelopes at 680 F. These values have been determined for 

the salt and nonsalt rocks for the potential horizon. Very few tests have 

beenperformed on the specific geologic horizons required for a design of the 

openings. The number and types of tests reviewed on the salt from the 

repository horizon Include: 

- twelve triaxial compression creep (constant stress) tests 

-eight quasi-static (constant stress rate) triaxial compression tests 

:..jve.ndirect tensiontests..  

Data on salt physical properties is limited, particularly In the area 
considered for-the waste-disposal'site.-However, physical-profprtj-data of 

the salt in the near repository area-will be presented to provide some data 

for the support characterization stu-d..
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Resul ts

Five indirect tension (Brazilian) tests were performed on salt at 680 F to 

determine tensile strengths to develop a failure criterion. The tensile 

strength of the salt is 230 1 58 psi.  

Eight constant stress rate triaxial compression tests were conducted at a 

stress rate of 360 X 10-2 psi/sec with confining pressures ranging from 0-2175 

psi, and temperatures ranging from 680 F to 3920 F. The tests were used to 

determine the elastic constants, Young's modulus (E) and Poisson's ratio (v), 

and to determine the ultimate strengths for developing a failure criterion.  

The elastic constants, E and v, were determined by making a linear least 

squares fit to the stress-strain data collected from several load-unload test 

cycles performed during the test. The ultimate strengths were determined by 

applying either of two failure criterion. The first criterion is that the 

ultimate strength is the maximum stress a specimen reaches before failure 

occurs. The second criterion is that the ultimate strength is the maximum 

stress a specimen supports before an axial strain of 15 percent Is exceeded.  

The first criterion is the type generally used for brittle materials and the 

latter the criterion that is used when the material is more ductile. Test 

results at 680F and various confiningpressures are presented in Table 1. (10) 

Results at 1450 psi confining pressure and various temperatures are shown in 

Table 2.

6'
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Table 1. Elastic Properties~of Palo DuroUnit 5 Salt at 680F 

Confining Young's Poisson's Ultimate 
Pressure Modulus Ratio Strength 

(psi) (106 psi) (v) (psi) 

0 3.98 NA 4860 

180 4.02 NA 5340 

360 3.75 0.26 5235 

725 4.22 0.24 8425 

1450 4.38 0.26 8555 

2175 4.51 0.26 9400 

NA - Not Available 

Table 2. Elastic Properties of Palo Duro Unit 5 Salt at 1450 psi Confining 
Pressure.

Mohr's circles were constructed for the state of stress existing in the 

specimens at failure in triaxial compression or tension, and are shown in 

Figure 3. The solid circles represent tests exhibiting brittle failure. The 

circles drawn with long dashes-represent tests exhibiting ductile failure.  

The circles drawn with short dashes represent tests at elevated temperatures 

of 2120 F. and 3920 F. in which ductile failure was observed. A simple linear
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envelope ls.constructed.-using jhe 68'y.,,data and Is plotted in Figure 3. The 

linear envelope is defined by: 

x C + o tan *, 
where . .  

r shear strength (psi) 

.. . . . . . C - , c o h e s io n .• ( p s i ) . . . ' 9,._ . _- - . .  

a - normal stress (psi), and 

......... $_.nternalangle of friction _(degrees) .....
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At 680 F, C was determined to be 830 psi and_0 was determined to be 40.1 

degrees.  

Since salt exhibits ductile behavior the von Misis failure criterion is 

used(S). The form of the fitted equation was 

""J2 K + a (1 - exp (-PJ 1 )), 

where J 2 .1/6 U1o1 - 02)2 + (o1 - 03)2], + 02 - 03)2)] the 

second variant of the deviator stress, (psi) 2 

J1 m (O1 + 02 + 03), the first invariant of stress, (psi) 

' (compression positive), and 

mKam fitting parameters 

Using the failure criterion, it was determined that K - 160 psi, a - 6700 psi, 

and 0 - 2.175 psi. The non-linearenvelope is shown on Figure 3.  

The values for the Quasi-Static parameter values for Palo Duro salt with the 

standard deviations are shown in Table 3.

Table;3. ---Quasi-Static-Values-for-the-Palo-Duro-Salt

Indirect Tensile Strength, To . . . . . psi . . .  

Poisson's Ratio, v . . . . • • • . • . psi .  

Linear Fai lure-Envelope:-.........'-. - .-.,...  
C 0 psit 

.. . . . . . . ... ... ••degrees .....  

Nont1inear-Failure Envelope:--: . . .  

. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. in lb f . .. .

232 1 58 

1-,.304 X 10' 

0.26 * 0.01 

826 ± 348 
40.1 * 4.8 

160 + 260 
6670 + 725 

2.175 + .580
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Little information is available descrlbingthe materials that are in the 

general location of the bedded salts in the Permian Basin and more 

specifically the Palo Duro Basin. Some information is available for samples 

obtained from the Permian Basin. The quasi-static parameters may be useful in 

performing scoping calculations required to verify the acceptability of a 

support type or method.  

Table 4 presents sample data of elastic parameters of Permian Basin nonsalt 

rocks and Table 5 presents strength parameters of these rocks. The sample 

datalocations are expressed from a surface datum with a brief geological 

description of the rock type (8).  

Table 4. Elastic Parameters of Permian Basin Nonsalt Rocks 

Young's Modulus, E 
(KSi) Poisson's Ratio, v 

Horizon 

Mean Max Mean Max 

,Mudstone. .. _..... . .,1363.4_.*,±348.1 .... .-957.3 .. 25-±..05 .21 
1100 ft 1755.0 .33 

Chaotic Mudstone/Salt 319.4 ± 130.5 217.6 .32 o .10 .24 
_.52202__ .. 49..  

Siltstone 326.6 * 116.3 261.1 .26 ± .06 .19 
1650 ft 478.6 .30 

Anhydrite 8572.1± 537.6 7919.5 .36 * .04 .30 
2150 ft 9195.8 .40 

*Dolomtte---... ... -4670.4-_±L2349.7 ...._2639.8... .32v.±_005.. .24 
2730 ft 7890.4 .36 

Mudstone 928.3 *232.1 507.6 .34 * .05 .27 -3200, f t:•; .....-.... _.. . . .. . . ........... 116.8- . 0....!..  

Chaotic Mudstone/Salt 449.6 A 58.0 406.1 .30 ± .10 .20 
551.2 .46

10
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Table 5. Strengths of Permian Basin NonsalttRocks

1* I

__ .. Hoi zon -

Mudstone __ý ... .... 1100. If.t 

Chaotic Mudstone/Salt 
1280 ft 

Stltstone 
.1650 ft 

3: Anhyjdrite .........  
2150 ft 

Dolomite 
ýi,'2730 "ft .......... ... "" -" ...  

Mudstone 

3200 ft 

Chaotic Mudstone/Salt

Unconfined 
Compressive 
.Strength ,- Co.  

(KSi)

Mean Min 
----'Max-

.1. 4

5.0 k 1.3 

1.6 t 0.3 

2.2 k .29

11.8 ± .39 

15.6 * 1.0 

3.43 + .27

3.3 

1.33 
1.9 

2.1 
2.5 

2.57 

8.9 
18 0 0--

3.9 
6.7 

3.0 
3.7

Tensile 
Strength, T 
(Brazil ian) 

(KSi)

.72 ± .01 

.35 * .04 

NA 

"107't-006 

2.2 * .74

.84 

.37

+ .04 

* .03

I A.

NA - Not Available

Saltcree.  

The ability of rock salt to flow while in the solid-state Is 

property'knowa-s-rdtaep -Althbugh-ot7unique-to-salt-creep

a physical 

'is-a'-prominent

feature of salt under the'environmental conditions expected for the 

repository'-.By-the.process-of7creeppenings-either-artificialornatura11y...  

occurring are theoretically capable of self-sealing.  
_• ......... .: ;. . - - .....- - . -. --...... . . .... ..-. ...--.... .. . ....  

Several difficulties arise when an attempt is made to formulate a creep law 

for sailt. Slsi =epe nO`diffefent-locatibns-"but-of'similar'€composition......  

and from similar depths, do not behave the same way when deformation occurs.

11



These differences are illustrated in the literature In several locations (2, 

7, .9). Tests were conducted for similar stresses and temperatures on samples 

that appeared to be chemically and visually similar but produced results that 
varied by 25%. The differences in sample behavior are the result of a .chane.  

in the temperature or the stress that a sample is subjected to during testing.  

As a result, the detailed behavior of salt creep is site-specific, and a creep 

law must accommodate these variations in behavior.  

One of the problems with established creep laws is that various proposed laws 

are based on different types of experimental techniques. The samples, for 

example, range from individual crystals, cylinders, or scale-model pillars.  

Samples taken from any horizontal bed may contain micro-fractures that formed 

as a.result of the removal of the in-situ stresses when the sample was 

obtained. Shaping of the samples may also impose stresses that may affect the 

results of the creep test.  

Since creep causes problems in the mining and support of salt, extensive 

literature has developed from numerous efforts to understand and predict the.  

behavior of the salt. Studies to determine a creep law have followed a 

theoretical or empirical approach. Theoretical approaches require an analysis 

of the microstructural state of halite to establish and predict the mechanisms 

of deformati on and the-energy'requirements of these mechanisms. This approach 

generally results in a complicated equation that contains numerous input 

parameters that cannot be readily measured.  

Additionally, the deformation of a single crystal Is not necessarily the same 

as that of a multigranular mass. The presence of Impurities in the salt mass

12



complicates the deformational behavior of.the results so that the theoretical 

approach Is seldom capable of predicting the creep of a salt mass.  

The empirical approach to obtain a creep law is based on the measured 

deformation of salt, either In situ or in the laboratory. Theoretical 

considerations, such as the dominant creep mechanism that temperature creates, 

can be incorporated into this approach. For repository considerations, the 

creep law does not have to account for primary creep, occurring at a 

diminishing rate, or tertiary creep, occurring at an accelerating rate. This 

Is based on the fact that short-lived but rapid creep occurs immediately after 

an opening is developed and is the result of'stress relief creep and not 

primary creep. Therefore, only secondary, steady-state, creep needs to be 

modeled. It should be noted that many of the empirical creep laws do 

incorporate a strain-hardening parameter (1).  

Since a lack of agreement on a creep law exists in the literature, a law for 

Investigating secondary creep should be relatively easy to use and have 

laboratory and field support. A simplified equation used for salt creep 

should provide the parameters necessary to develop scoping calculations for 

the initial support systems analysis of the salt repository (8, 9). The 

selected creep law is 

E - A exp (-Q/RT) oeN 

where 

A, Q, and N -- material parameters, 

R = gas constant (1.9869 x 10-3 kcal/mole), 

T - temperature (K), °Kelvin 

e- deviatoric stress (o1 - 03) (psi), and 

E m strain rate (yr-1 ).

13



Although the material parameters A, Q, and N are not readily determined, 

values can be obtained for site specific creep-test results. In creep tests 

of samples obtained from southeastern New Mexico (3), the creep law worked 

best when A -4.7X 1O-9sec 1 , Q .- 23,5X10 3 cal/mole, and N'-.5.0O.  

The creep law should provide reasonable results, alt h-ouht- it' does hOt accoun-t 

for stress-relief creep that occurs in the first few days after the formation 

of an opening. Because of the lifetime of a repository and th- time frames 

used for performance evaluation stress-relief creep can be ignored, as it is a 

shor•ttern deformation. All long-tern sail eformatiohicncbe•conssidered to' 

be secondary creep.  

Summary 

The Palo Duro Basin, which is part:of the Permian Basin in Deaf Smith County, 

Texas, has been Identified as a candidate reposittory site!7 Prn ..irr .. ..  

considerations for the salt site are: the potential for dissolution, the 

posfib• 1ity-of conta ting aqutfer.•andthexextent-of salt 'creep. In sittu 

and .laboratory tests of salt sections obtained from various boreholes have 

yie1e lsomelwg611mteliiit 'sults, particularly in the area considere-d for the...  

waste disposal site. however, some physical property data of the salt In the 

nea *repositr area hv enetbihd 

Tabl 6 presents physical property ranges from samples nei r thi'e- ository 

horizon in the Palo Duro Basin.
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Table 6. Physical Properties

Property Range

Cohesion 
Angle of Friction %.;oung'Is..Modul us . .. .. .... ..... . . .  

Poisson's Ratio 
Unconfined Compressive Strength 
Tensile Strength 

-Thermal -Conductlvlty-at,-.lOO0C ..........  
"Coefficient of Linear Thermal 

Expansion

1241 - 3310 (kPa) 
35 - 45 (deg) -....25.86-!-.31,10X...x_106(kPa) 

0.24 - 0.26 
33.10 - 33.99 x 10s (kPa) 

1172 - 2000 (kPa) 
44...0 48.0 (W/m0.°C) 
44.0 - 47.0 (10-6/0C)
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